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1. Introduction
This report describes the results of a study of the stellar
occultation technique for measuring the composition of the atmosphere.
The work reported here was supported by NASA Contract NAS 1 9958.
The stellar occultation technique is based upon classical
absorption spectroscopy, utilizing spacecraft -borne photometers as the
detector and a star as the light source. During occultation the ultra-
violet stellar spectrum of the star shows absorption features which are
uniquely related to various atmospheric constituents. In particular,
O O
the spectral region between 1200A and 2000A is related to absorption
O O
by molecular oxygen and the region between 2000A and 3500A is related
primarily to absorption by ozone. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where
the photo absorption cross sections of both molecular oxygen and ozone
are shown.
The intensity of starlight was monitored during the occultation
using the Wisconsin stellar ultraviolet photometers aboard the Orbiting
Astonomical Observatory (OAO-A2). A schematic diagram of an occul-
tation is shown in Figure 2 where the change in intensity at a given wave-
length is illustrated. The vertical projection of the attenuation region is
typically 60 km. deep for molecular oxygen and 30 km. deep for ozone.
Intensity profiles obtained during various occultations were
analyzed by first determining the tangential column density of the absorb-
ing gases, and then Abel inverting the column densities to obtain the
number density profile. Errors are associated with each step in the
inversion scheme and have been considered as an integral part of this
study.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of occultation.
Most of the work carried out under this contract has been
published in the open literature, thus, we include these papers in this
report where appropriate. A general description of this study and the
results were published by Hays et al. (1972) and is included as Appendix
I of this report.
2. Data Procurement
The data used in this study were obtained through the courtesy
of the O. A. O. Wisconsin Experimenters and N. A. S. A. Goddard Space
Flight Center. The principle difficulty associated with the data procure-
ment centered on obtaining intensity information at high rates. It was
possible to sample the stellar photometer accumulator at high frequency,
but only bits 'I through 14 of this register were available in this mode of
operation. During this procedure the photometers continued to accumu-
late for 128 periods of U. 54U80 seconds. Upon completion of this process
the register was locked until a new command was received, at which time
the cycle was repeated. Unfortunately, a finite period of time was
required for the new command to be sent and a gap appears in the data
every 128 samples. This caused many occultations.to be rejected due to
re-set blanks appearing in the middle of the attenuation period.
A typical data record is shown in Figure 3, we note that the
bottom of each record corresponds to b4 accumulated counts and the top
to 16, 384 accumulated counts. The overflow within this sub-set is
obvious. The data analyses utilized differences between individual
samples and a smooth interpolation to determine the overflow and count
accumulated during a sample period. The record labeled Channel 44 in
0
Figure 3 is from the 1500A filter used to measure molecular oxygen.
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The stellar photometers have broad band filters which
0
typically cover a 2UUA wide region in the spectrum. The relative
transmission of these filters are shown at the bottom of Figure 1.
Due to the broad spectral band of these filters it was necessary to
measure the spectrum of all stars used in the study. This was done
prior to the occultation using the 0. A. 0. spectrometer.
In addition to intensity and spectral information it was
necessary to determine the altitude of the tangent ray. This requires
an accurate knowledge of the spacecraft positions as well as the
coordinates of the star. We acknowledge the considerable effort of the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center who carefully re-checked the satellite
ephemeris in order to achieve the accuracy required for our study.
3. Tangent Ray Geometry
Throughout an occultation period, the tangent ray point follows
a curved path above the surface of the earth. The coordinates used to
describe this path are shown in Figure 4. In this system, the x-axis points
toward the First Point of Aries, the y-axis is also in the equatorial plane
pointing 900 east of Aries, and the z -axis points toward the North Pole.
The time of scan enters into the coordinate system through the Greenwich
hour angle of the x-axis, A .
To obtain the height of the tangent point, the angle f at the
spacecraft between rays to the star and to the center of the earth must be
evaluated in terms of the direction numbers of the star,
1 = cos cos
m= sinu cos 5
n= sin :
6
Z(N)
TANGENT POINT OF STELLAR RAY
x G
Figure 4. Geometry of occultation for any stellar object.
7
and the direction cosines of the satellite position,
a = cos s cos cos Ahg - sin s cos sin, A
b = sin Xs cos os g + coS\s cos s sin Ag
c =sin s
where = right ascension
= declination
X = longitude
0= latitude
Subscripts s refers to the spacecraft and subscript o will
refer to the tangent ray point. Then utilizing the above quantities,
ro = r sin o (1)
where = ir - os -1  al+bm+cn
-1 2 2 -100 = tan z(x + y0) 2 , (2)
, = cos x (x + y )2 - Ag. (3)
If y > o, o - X i 180; if Yy o, 180 ) A0 360.
The additional formulae needed to evaluate Equations 1-3 are
x = r (a+l cos )
yo = rs (b+m cos )
z = rs (c+n cos )
Stellar refraction is neglected in our analysis due to the low
index of refraction at the altitudes considered in this study.
4. Data Processing and Error Analysis
The technique of data processing and the analysis of resulting
errors has been reported during this study by Roble and Hays (t972). This
paper is included as Appendix II and is a complete description of the
8
results of this study. A complete description of the computer routine
used to evaluate the occultation results obtained in this study is included
as Appendix III of this report. The reader is referred to these detailed
appendices for further information on the results of our study. A
separate discussion of influence of orbital errors is included in Appendix
IV.
5. Data Analysis
A very large number of scans have been reduced in the course
of this contract period. Table I summarizes these results and includes
all orbits which have yielded at least a partial result e. g., a molecular
oxygen profile or an ozone profile. To provide information on quality in
the individual channels, the following code is used
c = processing completed
+ = resulting number density profile, n(r ), acceptable
- = n(ro) not acceptable
? = n(ro) questionable
Other information in the table refers to the starting time
(GMT and local) of the scan, the location of the ray tangent point, the
target star, and the nature of some of the difficulties. Starting times
are only approximate, as they vary up to 2u seconds frori channel to
channel and they must be entered to the nearest half-second for accept-
able accuracy in height of ray tangent point.
These results have been analyzed from the point of view of
their geophysical information and are to be published in journals during
the next few months. All papers are in press at this time. Detailed
computer output containing tabular input data and results are available to
the contracting agency on request, but are too lengthly to include in this
report. 9
Table I
GMT local ozone
orbit date hr min hr min Long. (deg) Lat. (deg) star 2390A 2460A 02 remarks on data loss
5778 1/13/70 5 28 23 52 -84 48 " Peg + 03 filter
5779 1/13/70 7 8 23 51 -109 48 (Peg + 0 3 filter
8884 8/17/70 4 55 5 55 15 4 oC Lup + 03 reset
8898 8/18/70 4 19 5 51 23 9 p Lup " ? ? Height
8899 8/18/70 5 59 5 51 -2 9 p Lup ? ? Height 0 2 enevenness
8913 8/19/70 5 22 5 54 8 11 p Lup + 03 reset
8942 8/21/70 5 55 4 27 -22 24 T Sco + ? 03 data cutoff, 02 reset
8943 8/21/70 7 35 4 23 -48 24 7 Sco +.
8956 8/22/70 5 18 4 26 -14 24 7 Sco + 02 reset
8957 8/22/70 6 58 4 22 -3"9 25 T Sco + - + Height
8971 8/23/70 6 20 4 44 -24 27 5 Sco + + - 02 reset
8985 8/24/70 5 45 4 13 -23 24 'Sco + +
8986 8/24/70 7 25 4 13 -48 24 TSco + +
9000 8/25/70 6 47 5 17 -32 27 S Sco + + +,
9014 8/26/70 6 10 4 30 -25 26 S Sco + +
10795 12/28/70 2 31 21 55 -69 42 i Her + ( Aur spectrum used
10796 12/28/70 4 12 22 12 -91 43 i Her - - - £ Aur spectrum used
Height
10902 1/4/71 13 29 22 38 -223 -16 m 'And + +
11795 3/7/71 15 59 0 33 128 -34 S Ori + +
12178 4/3/71 6 8 22 33 -114 36 L Ori + +
14579 9/17/71 5 42 2 51 -43 26 e Oph + - 0 2 reset
14580 9/17/71 6 22 1 50 -68 26 OOph ? + 03 values high in bulge
In addition, orbits 13161, 13187, 13189, and 13195 of June 10 and June 12, 1971, provided high quality data
which are awaiting accurate satellite position reports.
6. Geophysical Results
Interpretations of the results obtained under this contract
have been presented in papers published in the open literature. Molecular
oxygen results were compared with theory and previous measurements
by Hays and Roble (1972b). Ozone results were discussed by Hays and
Roble (1972c), Roble and Hays (1972b) and Roble and Hays (1972c). These
papers are included as Appendices V through VIII.
7. Summary of Study
The present study of the stellar occultation technique of
recovering atmospheric composition has led to the following conclusions:
a) Any constituent which causes significant absorption in a stellar
spectrum can be monitored by using the ultraviolet occultation
technique.
b) The error associated with the inversion of occultation data limits
the altitude region for which results of high quality can be obtained.
In most cases the high quality data results from regions where the
intensity lies between u0% to 90% of the unattenuated flux. Finite
difference errors are responsible for limiting the structural detail
which can be recovered. Orbital errors are serious and are
reflected in the altitude scale of the recovered density profiles.
c) Serious geophysical studies can be carried out using as principal
data the density profiles of molecular oxygen and ozone obtained
from stellar occultation. The following major geophysical features
have been identified during this study:
(1) Molecular oxygen shows a strong solar cycle variation in the
lower thermosphere. This probably results from changes in
11
the constant pressure level surfaces at the base of the
thermosphere.
(2) Molecular oxygen in equatorial regions shows strong
magnetic storm variations due to large scale dynamic
motions resulting from polar region heating.
(3) Ozone in the mesopause region is controlled by wet
chemistry and supports modern photochemical theories.
12
APPENDIX I.
Terrestrial Atmospheric Composition from Stellar Occultations
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Reprinted from
19 May 1972. volume 176. pages 793-794
Terrestrial Atmospheric Composition from Stellar
Occultations
Abstract. Stellar ultraviolet light transmitted through the earth's upper atmo-
sphere is strongly absorbed by ozone and molecular oxygen. The stellar ultraviolet
photometers aboard the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2) satellite
have measured the intensity changes of several stars during occultation of the star
by the earth's atmosphere. From,the occultation data the nighttime vertical num-
ber density profiles of molecular oxygen at altitudes from 120 to 200 kilometers
and of ozone at altitudes from 60 to 100 kilometers have been obtained.
In the earth's upper atmosphere, absorption spectroscopy is used to de-
stellar ultraviolet light is strongly ab- termine the number density profile of
sorbed in the Schumann-Runge contin- the absorbing species in the upper
uum of 0., and the Hartley continuum atmosphere. The star is the source of
of O0. By monitoring the intensity of ultraviolet light, the OAO stellar pho-
ultraviolet starlight in these continuum tometers are the detectors, and the
regions from a satellite as the star is atmosphere 'between them is the arb-
occulted by the earth's atmosphere: we sorption cell.' During the occultation
are able to obtain information on the process, the ultraviolet light is selective-
number density profile of O, in the ly absorbed in spectral regions for
lower thermosphere and O3 in the up- which 02 and O have large absorption
per mesophere (1, 2). In this report cross sections. The intensity of the
we describe the technique used to ob- transmitted ultraviolet light is related to
tain the number'density profiles from the number density along a tangential
stellar occultation measurements. The column of the absorbing species (N,)
data were obtained by the University by Beer's law
of Wisconsin stellar photometers aboard
the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory I(x,ro) =
(OAO-2) satellite. We discuss here the I.(x) exp - r(A) . N,(r) (1)
inversion process and also show the 02
and 0, distributions determined from where I,(A) is the unattenuated inten-
a typical occultation scan. sity above the atmosphere of the star at
In the occultatioia technique classical wavelength A, a~(A) is the absorption
cross section of the ith absorbing spe-
cies, and N,(ro) is the tangential column
number density of the ith absorbing
species at a tangent ray height ro. The
Star sela e t e star's spectrum is measured above the
S... ..~ '*' atmosphere by the OAO ultraviolet
spectrometer. By also knowing the ab-
" sorption cross section, one can relate
N,(ro ) to the intensity of the trans-
mitted ultraviolet light. In practice, Eq.
I must be integrated with respect to
Fig. 1. Geometry of ultraviolet stellar wavelength because of the finite pass-
occultation. band of the ultraviolet filter. The best
240 -- r . .. . .-- -------- - --- 2- 390-A channel decays rapidly at alti-
220 A .. B tudes where O:t absorption becomes
200 CIRA 1965 important. The excellent quality of the
180 . data obtained by the OAO-2 stellar
- " photometers allows determination of de160 1500 .. tailed structure. The data in the 1500-A
140 .. tLhannel were inverted, and the results
S120 .. are ,hown in Fig. 2B where the O,,
100 number density profile is shown as aS"100- 
... 03 function of height. For comparison, theC 0 2390A. 
. . O profile of the Committee on Space60 .. Research (COSPAR) CIRA 1965 (3)
40 
- model atmosphere is shown also. These
20 data are only a sample of the approxi-
0 I _ I I I _ I I .. ... mately 20 stellar occultation scans that
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 10 10 10 .101o 10 1 1012 have been reduced thus far, but they il-
Normalized stellar intensity (I/Ico) Number density (cm - 3 )  lustrate the quality of the data obtained
from the occultation measurements.
Fig. 2. (A) Normalized intensity of a star as a function of the tangent ray height Most of the 0, scans obtained withduring occultation of the star by the earth. The curves correspond to the intensity the 2390-A and 2460-A filters aboardmeasured in the 1500-A and 2390-A channels of the University of Wisconsin stellar the OAO-2 satellite have a normalizedphotometers aboard the OAO-2 satellite [22 August 1970, 04 hours 22 minutes (local tensity similar to the one Shown
time). 25*N, 39"E]. (B) Number densities of 02 and 0 as a function of tangent ray intensity scan similar to the one shownheight determined from the occultation measurements. The solid line is the O0 number in Fig. 2A. The intensity of the occul-
density from the CIRA 1965 model atmosphere. t, ing star decreases as the starlight pene-
trates into the atmosphere until a slight
increase in the intensity curve occurs at
results are thus obtained when a single of O0, in the Hartley continuum near a tangent ray height near 70 km. These
species dominates the absorption proc- 2500 A occur in spectrally isolated data, when inverted, give the number
ess. and the OAO filters were, there- regions in which the stellar ultraviolet density profile of 03 shown in Fig. 2B.
fore, selected accordingly. absorption is 'primarily due to a single The structure in the measured intensityOnce Ni(r,,) is known, it is a simple species. The absorption cross sections curve is caused by a bulge in the night-
matter to invert the data and obtain the of 0., and 0. at these wavelengths time 03 number density profile, with
vertical number density profile of the have a peak around 10-17 cm 2 . the peak occurring near 82 km and a
absorbing spezies at the occultation tan- Therefore, we are able to determine minimum near 75 km for this particulargent point. A simple geometrical argu- the distribution of these species near scan. The stellar occultation measure-
ment (Fig. I) shows that N,(ro) along altitudes at which N, is approximately ments clearly define the structure of thethe ray path for a spherically stratified 10'1 cm-". If a spectral region away nighttime 0, profile at high altitudes
atmosphere can be written as from the peak cross section is where no previous measurements had
Sutilized, one is able to observe been made.
N,(r.) = 2  j (r) r dr (2) higher tangential column number densi- The occultation technique has also
ro ties or, equivalently, to measure the been used with the sun as the light
number density at lower altitudes within source. The measurements, however,where ith absonr) is the number density r. the atmosphere. The ultraviolet light in are restricted to sunrise and sunset, andthe ith absorbing species at radius r. the wavelength interval from 1400 to a general review of the subject hasEquation 2, the Abel integral equation 1600 A is absorbed primarily by 0., at been given by Link (4).(1, 2), is easily inverted to give the altitudes from 130 to 230 km. In the P. B. HAYSnumber density of the absorbing spe- wavelength interval from 2400 to 2600 University of Michigan,cies at a tangent ray height r A, the ultraviolet light is absorbed Ann Arbor 48105
l r N(r.) dro primarily by 03 at altitudes from 60 R. G. ROBLEn,(r) "r V o r, (-, -r2'/ (3) to 100 km (2). National Center for Atmospheric
r The normalized intensity data ob- Research, Boulder, Colorado 80302Thus. the stellar occultation technique tained during one of the many occulta- A. N. SHAH
can be used to obtain the vertical tions are shown in Fig. 2A for two stel- University of Michigan. Ann Arbor
density profile of any absorbing atmo- lar photometers having filters centered at
spheric species which can be spectrally 1500 and 2390 A. The normalized in- References and Notes
isolated. tensity is obtained as a function of time; I. P. B. Hays and R. G. Roble. Planer. Space
Hays and Roble (2) have calculated however, by knowing the star's position s-i. s16, S 2 1141 (1968)
the tangential ultraviolet transmission and the orbital elements of lhe satellite, 3. COSPAR International Relerence Atmbsphereof the earth's upper atmosphere. Their we are able to relate time to the tangent 4. F. Link Eclipe Phenomena in Arono965).
results show that both the strong atmo- ray height of the occulting star. Because (Springer-Verlag, New York, 1969).
spheric absorption of 0., in the Schu- of high-altitude absorption, the normal- 5. The National Center for Atmospheric Research
is sponsored by the National Science Foun-mann-Runge continuum near 1500 A ized intensity in the O., channel at 1500 dation.
and the strong atmospheric absorption A decays first. Then the intensity in the 10 January 1972
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APPENDIX II.
A Technique for Recovering the Vertical
Number Density Profile of Atmospheric
Gases from Planetary Occultation Data
17 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Planet. Space Sci. 1972, Vol. 20, pp. 1727 to 1744. Pergamon Press. Printed in Northern Ireland
A TECHNIQUE FOR RECOVERING THE VERTICAL
NUMBER DENSITY PROFILE OF ATMOSPHERIC
GASES FROM PLANETARY OCCULTATION DATA
R. G. ROBLE
National Center for Atmospheric Research,* Boulder, Colorado 80302, U.S.A
and
P. B. HAYS
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104, U.S.A
(Received 29 March 1972)
Abstract-The occultation technique of determining the properties of the atmosphere using
absorption spectroscopy is examined. The intensity of a star, in certain atmospheric
absorption bands, is monitored by a satellite tracking the star during occultation by the Earth's
atmosphere. The intensity data in certain wavelength intervals, where absorption is attributed
to a single species, are related to the tangential column number density of the absorbing species
through Beer's law. The equation for the tangential column number density is the Abel
integral equation which is inverted to obtain the number density profile of the absorbing
species at the occultation tangent ray point. Two numerical schemes for inverting the Abel
integral equation for signals of low intensity with statistical noise superimposed are presented;
one for determining the number density profile of atmospheric species that decrease exponen-
tially with height, and the second for determining the profile of constituents having a more
complex vertical structure, such as ozone. The accuracy of retrieving the number density
distribution from planetary occultation data is examined. A theoretical analysis of the errors
in determining the number density from occultation data of very low signal intensity is also
presented. The errors in retrieving the number density profile are related to the intensity
of the source, the number of data points per scan, and the degree of data smoothing required
before inversion. As a specific example, calculations are made of the errors in retrieving the
molecular oxygen and ozone number density profiles from occultation intensity data in the
Schumann-Runge continuum of molecular oxygen at 1450 A and the Hartley continuum of
ozone at 2450 A.
1. INTRODUCTION
Absorption spectroscopy is an important technique for determining the composition and
number density profiles of constituents in the upper atmosphere (Watanabe, 1958;
Hinteregger, 1962). Most of the measurements have been made from rockets monitoring the
absorption of the solar u.v. flux in certain atmospheric bands (Johnson et al., 1951;
Bryam et al., 1957; Kupperian et al., 1959; Jursa et al., 1963, 1965; Carver et al., 1964,
1966; Weeks and Smith, 1968; Opal and Moos, 1969; Wildman et al., 1969; Quessette,
1970; Brannon and Hoffman, 1971). Satellites have also been used to measure the intensity
of certain u.v. sources (i.e., Sun, Moon, stars) during occultation of the source by the
Earth's atmosphere (Fig. 1). The intensity data measured during occultation are then used to
obtain information about the absorbing species in the upper atmosphere (Venkateswaran et
al., 1961; Rawcliffe et al., 1963; Miller and Stewart, 1965; Thomas etal., 1965; Fesenkov,
1967; Thomas and Norton, 1967; Norton and Warnock, 1968; Stewart and Wildman,
1969; Hinteregger and Hall, 1969; Lockey et al., 1969; Link, 1969; Reid and Withbroe,
1970; May, 1971; Reid, 1971; Roble and Norton, 1972; Hays et al., 1972).
Basically; the occultation technique is similar to the classical technique of absorption
spectroscopy. The Sun, Moon, or a star are used as a source of light and the satellite
*, The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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FIG. 1. GEOMETRY OF STELLAR OCCULTATION. oD (A) IS THE INTENSITY OF THE UNATTENUATED
STAR ABOVE THE ATMOSPHERE AND 1(A, ro) IS THE MEASURED INTENSITY OF THE STAR AT TANGENT
RAY HEIGHT ro.
photometers as a detector, with the atmosphere between acting as the absorption cell. As
the satellite moves in its orbit, the source ultimately is occulted by the Earth. During the
occultation process, the intervening atmosphere absorbs progressively more of the light due
to the strong photo-absorption features of the atmospheric gases. The occultation intensity
data can be related to the tangential column number density of the absorbing species if the
absorption cross-sections are known. The equation for the tangential column number
density of the absorbing species is the Abel integral equation which is easily inverted to give
the number density profile at the occultation tangent point. The occultation technique
works best for a point source, such as a star, where the vertical resolution at the tangent
point is very sharp (Hays and Roble, 1968b). For a finite-size source, such as the Sun, the
light rays emitted from the upper and lower limb can have tangent ray heights separated by
about 26 km when observed from normal satellite altitudes. This complicates the problem
of relating the transmitted solar intensity to the tangential column number density (May,
1971; Roble and Norton, 1972). However, once the tangential column number density is
obtained, it again becomes easy to invert the Abel integral equation and obtain the local
number density at the tangent ray point. For simplicity, we therefore assume that the light
source is small, such as a star (Hays et al., 1972) or a small portion of the solar disk
(Hinteregger and Hall, 1969; Reid and Withbroe, 1970; Reid, 1971).
In the present paper, we describe a technique for retrieving the number density profile of
the absorbing species from occultation intensity data. The data-reduction procedure is
similar to the method of computing the radial emission distribution of a cylindrical plasma
source, as treated by the plasma physicists. The similarity exists because both techniques
reduce to the problem of solving the Abel integral equation (Hays and Roble, 1968a, b;
Barr, 1962).
In practice,. the numerical solution of the Abel integral equation requires special
handling because of its sensitivity to small random errors in the data. Therefore, we
develop two separate techniques of numerically inverting the Abel integral equation to
obtain the number density distribution of the absorbing species. The first utilizes an ex-
ponential approximation for atmospheric species which decrease nearly exponentially with
altitude; the second, a quadratic approximation which works better for atmospheric
species having a more complex vertical distribution such as atmospheric ozone (Hays et al.,
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1972). The retrieval accuracy of both schemes is examined, and a theoretical analysis of
errors is presented which enables us to determine the accuracy of the measurement in the
presence of random statistical errors inherent in light sources of very low intensity. The
inversion technique and analysis of errors, although examined with respect to molecular
oxygen and ozone, are general and can be used to determine the accuracy of any occultation
measurement if the signal level and data-acquisition rate are known.
2. OCCULTATION TECHNIQUE
The intensity of a star, as measured by a telescope aboard a satellite, during occultation
of the star by the Earth's atmosphere (Fig. 1) is expressed as
F*(ro) = joo T(A)I(A, ro) dA (1)
where ro is the tangent ray height of the light ray passing tangentially to the Earth's surface,
9p = AQ.To, A is the aperture area of the telescope, Q. is the quantum efficiency of the
photo-multiplier, To is the optical transmission of the system, T(A) is the broadening
function or transmission of the dispersive element at wavelength 2 and I(A, ro) is the
intensity of the star at wavelength 2 and tangent ray height ro.
The intensity of starlight passing through the Earth's upper atmosphere is determined by
considering the combined attenuation of all of the absorbing species along the ray path
(Beer's law).
I(A, ro) = I(A) exp (- aj(A)N,(ro)) (2)
where I,(A) is the stellar intensity above the atmosphere and a,(i) is the absorption cross-
section of the ith atmospheric species. In the case of a spherically stratified atmosphere, the
tangential column number density N,(ro) is
N,(r)=2 2 ni(r)r dr (3)
f r2 2 r_2
N ,o (rr - -- ro3
where n,(r) is the number density of the ith absorbing species at a distance r from the center
of the Earth.
Hays and Roble (1968b) calculated the tangential u.v. transmission for the mesosphere
and the lower thermosphere. They show that in certain specific wavelength intervals the u.v.
starlight is absorbed by a single species. These include a broadband region near 1500 A
where molecular oxygen acts as a single absorber in the lower thermosphere and also a
region near 2500 A where ozone is a single absorber in the mesosphere. In both of these
regions, Hays and Roble (1968b) show that refractive attenuation, Rayleigh scattering, and
absorption by other minor atmospheric constituents are negligible over most of the altitude
range where absorption occurs. In addition, they point out that only the relative intensity is
important for the occultation measurement. The stellar occultation data are therefore
normalized as
fo T(A)IJA() exp (-a(A)N(ro)) dA(
F(ro) = (4)
fT(A)I(A) dA
The interference filter used in the occultation measurements is selected so that T(2)
includes only a wavelength region where absorption is caused by the single species of
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interest. By knowing the filter-broadening function, the stellar spectra above the atmos-
phere, and the absorption cross-section, the normalized signal is then only a function of the
tangential column number density F(ro) = F(N(ro)). The intensity data can be inverted to
give the tangential column number density N(ro) = N(F(r0)). Equation (3) for the tangential
column number density is the Abel integral equation (c.f. Hays and Roble, 1968a, b) which
is directly inverted to give the number density of the absorbing species at radius r
1 nfo [dN(ro)/dro] dro7n(r) = - - (5)
In the next sections, we develop two separate numerical inversion schemes; one applicable
for determining the number density profile of atmospheric species decreasing nearly
exponentially with altitude, such as molecular oxygen; and the second for atmospheric
species having a more complex number density profile, such as ozone.
3. DATA REDUCTION
(a) Exponential form. The intensity of a star measured by photometers aboard a
satellite during occultation is generally weak and usually obtained in digital form (Hays et
al., 1972). At low intensities, pulse-counting systems are used with a finite integration time
between data points. Therefore, the intensity data are obtained at a series of discrete
tangent ray heights F(ro). The normalized intensities are converted to the tangential column
number density of the absorbing species along the ray path N(ro) as described in the previous
section. Thus, a set of discrete values of the tangential column number density is obtained as
a function of tangent ray height during occultation. We approximate the tangential column
number density between data points in the interval ri < r < r+1 by
N(r) = a, exp (-fl,(r - ri)) (6)
where r2 and ri+ 1 are the i and i + 1 tangent ray heights of the data points, respectively. The
coefficients a, and fl are determined from a least squares fit to the data in the vicinity of the
ith data point by minimizing the variance of Equation (6) with the data and smoothing M
adjacent points (c.f. Roble and Norton, 1972).
K2
be = I (N, - a, exp (-fl(r, - r,)))' (7)
I-Kx
where Kx = i - M/2, K 2 = i + M/2, Nj is the tangential column number density at thejth
data point. Then by differentiating Equation (6) and replacing the integral in Equation (5)
by a finite sum, we obtain
1 =  + exp (-fl,(r - r)) dr. (8)n(r,) = I dr. (8)
Expanding the denominator and integrating, we obtain
a1fl 1 (r -r) 1 1 1/2
x [erf (fl,(r+ - r))1 /2 - erf (fl(r - r)) 1 2] exp (fl(r - r))
+ 2#(ri1+ r,) [(r,+, - r,) 1/ 2 exp (-#,(r,+1 - r,)) - (r, - r,)1i2]) (9)
where erf(x) is the error function of x.
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Thus, the number density of the absorbing species at radius r, is determined directly
from Equation (9) using the calculated values of o~ and fl,.
(b) Quadratic form. When the absorbing constituent has a number density height profile
which is not exponentially decreasing with altitude, but varies over the scan altitude, such as
for ozone (Fig. 2), then the exponential scheme developed in the previous section may not be
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best suited for the data-reduction process. In this case, we approximate the tangential
column number density in the altitude region z, < z < z+1+ by the quadratic relationship
N(z) = Az + Bz + C (10)
where z = r - r, and r, is the radius of the Earth, 6371 km.
The coefficients A, B and C are again determined by minimizing the variance of
equation (10) with the data and smoothing M adjacent points
K2
g = ~ (N, - (Az," + Biz, + C))'. (11)
J=K1
12
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Minimizing Equation (11) and solving directly for A,, B, and C, we obtain
(M(Nz) - (N)(i))(M(z3 ) - (i)( 2 )) - (M(Nz 2) - ()(z 2))(M(z 2)- ()(i))
S (M(z3 ) - (z2 )(f))(M(Z3 ) - ()(z)) -- (M(zI) - (z)(z2))(M(Z2 ) ()())
B, = (M(Nz) - (f)(N)) - (M(z3 ) - ( 2)(5))A, (12
(M(z2 ) - (2)(i))
(N) - (z 2 )A, - (2)B,
M
where
i=
As in the previous section, by differentiating Equation (10) and replacing the main integral of
equation (5) with a finite sum and then integrating between data points, we obtain
n(r,) - - 1 2A,((r, 1 - r 2)/2 - (r, 2  r 2)1/2)
iTr i-L
(ri+l + (r+1 -r, )1/2
+ (B, - 2A,r.) log (r + (r r)12) (13)
Thus, the number density of the absorbing species as radius r, is determined from equation
(13) using the coefficients A, and Bi calculated for each data point.
4. ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
The molecular oxygen number density profile in the lower thermosphere, obtained from
the mean CIRA 1965 model atmosphere, is shown in Fig. 2. For mathematical simplicity,
we approximate this profile by an atmosphere with a constant scale height gradient
(Nicolet, 1960),
H = H, + (r - r,) (14)
where H, is the scale height of the atmosphere at radius r,, and f is the vertical gradient of
the scale height. The molecular oxygen number density is then represented as
E H H, 1 +a
n(r) = Hn, (15)
, + f(r - r,)j
where n, = 2 x 1012 cm-3, r,= 6471 km, H, = 5 km, and f = 0.23 to give the ap-
proximation to the CIRA 1965 molecular oxygen distribution shown in Fig. 2. The
tangential column number density of molecular oxygen along the ray path is determined by
inserting Equation (15) into Equation (3), expanding the denominator, and integrating to
obtain 1/2 H 3
N(ro) = n,(2H8 [ 1/fF l -3 3
S H, + ~(ro - ri H, + f(ro - r,) ' \6 2
+rro # ]/ B(,(-1) (16)r , + fl(r o - r,) 2' (16)
where 6 = #/( + fl) and B(x, y) is the Beta function, B(x, y) = y(x)y(y)/y(x + y) and
y(x) is the Gamma function. The normalized intensity as a function of tangent ray height is
calculated from Equation (2) and is shown in Fig. 3 for absorption at a single wavelength
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1450 A in the Schumann-Runge continuum where the molecular oxygen absorption co-
efficient is approximately 2 x 10-17 cm2.
Hays et al. (1972) presented a typical night-time ozone distribution determined from
occultation measurements made by the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2). The
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FIG. 3. THE NORMALIZED TANGENTIAL TRANSMISSION OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE AT VARIOUS
WAVELENGTHS AS A FUNCTION OF HEIGHT.
ozone number density profile given in their paper can be reasonably represented as a sum of
exponential and Gaussian functions
n(r) = n, exp (-(r - r)/IH,) + no exp (-((r - r.)/H,)2) (17)
where n, = 5 x 1010 cm- - , rb = 50 km, Hb = 4-34 km, n, = 8 x 108 cm-S , r, = 83 km,
and H, = 5 km. The ozone number density distribution obtained from equation (17) is
shown in Fig. 2.
The coefficients used in this study give an ozone number density slightly higher than those
for a typical night-time ozone distribution determined by Hays et al. (1972). This difference,
however, is not important because the profiles are similar and the main features of the ozone
analysis are preserved in either case.
The total columnar number density along a ray path is obtained by inserting equation
(17) into equation (3), expanding the denominator, and integrating to give
N(ro) = 2n, exp (rblHb)roKl(roIHb) + 2n, exp (-((ro - r,)/H.)s)
x (2ro)-1 I y(~) exp ((ro - ro)2l(2H,))
x D_,/2((2)/ 2H- 1(ro - re)) + re 2) ()
x exp ((ro - r.) 2/(2H 2))D./ 2,.((2)1 12H-i(ro - r.))) (18)
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where KI(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, y(x) is the Gamma function,
and D_,(x) is the parabolic cylinder function. The normalized intensity as a function of
tangent ray height is obtained from Equation (18) and Equation (2), and is shown in Fig. 3
for absorption at a single wavelength in the Hartley continuum of ozone at 2500 A. At this
wavelength, ozone has an absorption cross-section of about 10-17 cm- 2.
5. SAMPLING ERROR
The accuracy in retrieving the number density profile with the data-reduction scheme
depends upon (a) the data-acquisition rate or number of data points per scan, (b) the
statistical noise inherent in a signal of low intensity, (c) the smoothing parameter M used in
the inversion process, (d) knowledge of the satellite position during occultation, and (e)
departures from spherical symmetry. The first three items are examined in this paper. Item
(d) depends on the satellite tracking network and the degree of accuracy of the orbital
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FIG. 4. THE ERROR IN RETRIEVING THE ANALYTIC MOLECULAR OXYGEN NUMBER DENSITY AS A
FUNCTION OF HEIGHT FOR VARIOUS DATA-ACQUISITION INTERVALS.
elements. The intensity of the star is measured as a function of time, but by knowing the
star's position and the satellite orbital elements, we can relate the intensity to the tangent ray
height of the occulting star. Thus, errors in satellite time and position appear as errors in
the tangent ray height and will not be discussed in this paper. The last item may be im-
portant for certain atmospheric species which change rapidly with time, as perhaps during
sunrise or sunset; however, in this analysis, spherical symmetry is assumed.
The error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density profile using the ex-
ponential data-reduction scheme is plotted as a function of height in Fig. 4 for various
data-acquisition rates. The tangential column number density for the analytic molecular
oxygen distribution is calculated at the various altitudes using Equation (16). These data are
inverted using the exponential data-inversion scheme, and the retrieved molecular oxygen
number density is compared to the number density given by the analytic model. The errors
in retrieving the number density are then plotted in Fig. 4. The results show that the errors
are smallest when a large number of data points per occultation scan are used in the
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inversion process. The smoothing parameter M is also a factor in the retrieval accuracy.
The smoothing parameter is primarily used to smooth the analytic representation of the
tangential column number density through noisy data points and its importance will be
evident in the next section. But for noise-free data, an increase in the smoothing parameter
decreases the retrieval accuracy for a number density profile having a slight curvature.
At high altitudes, the retrieval accuracy would decrease due to the practical requirement
of truncating the inversion integral at an upper boundary. It is difficult to convert the
normalized intensity to tangential column number density for the upper part of the scan
where the normalized intensity approaches 1-0, especially in the presence of statistical noise.
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FIG. 5. THE ERROR IN RETRIEVING THE ANALYTIC OZONE NUMBER DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF
HEIGHT FOR VARIOUS DATA-ACQUISITION INTERVALS.
To reduce this error and extend the upper limit of the occultation scan, it is convenient to
utilize a model atmosphere and calculate the tangential column number beyond the upper-
most data point for use in the inversion integral.
The error in retrieving the model ozone number density profile using the analytic
expression for the tangential column number density given by Equation (18) and also using
the quadratic data-reduction scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The retrieval is good for a high
data-acquisition rate, but as the data-acquisition rate decreases, the accuracy in defining the
vertical structure and in particular the ozone bulge near 83 km also decreases. The lowest
data-acquisition rate considered in Fig. 5 shows considerable error in retrieving the ozone
bulge. These results were obtained using a smoothing parameter of M = 2. As the smooth-
ing parameter is increased, the accuracy of retrieving the vertical structure depends critically
on the data-acquisition rate. For a particular application, there is a tradeoff between the
data-acquisition rate and the smoothing parameter.
For simplicity, the results presented here assume absorption at a single wavelength.
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However, the technique which has been developed is general and can be applied to any
broadband filter by including a wavelength integration.
6. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF STATISTICAL ERRORS
For occultation scans of very low intensity, the statistical noise which is superimposed
upon the basic signal intensity becomes an appreciable part of the signal. The errors in
retrieving the number density profile of the absorbing species from occultation data having
random statistical noise are considered in this section.
(a) Molecular oxygen. The solid curve in Fig. 6 shows the calculated normalized
intensity variation of a star during occultation using Equations (16) and (2). The peak signal
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level in this example is approximately 1000 counts sec-x and the calculations are made at a
single wavelength of 1450 A. Also shown in Fig. 6 is the basic scan with a superimposed
Poisson noise distribution having a standard deviation proportional to the square root of the
signal level. The molecular oxygen number density profiles shown in Fig. 7 for the two scans
given in Fig. 6 have been retrieved using the data-reduction scheme described in the previous
sections. Other statistical noise distributions yield an ensemble of retrieved molecular
oxygen number density profiles which can be statistically analyzed.
If we assume that the tangential column number density is N = No + AN where No is
the basic tangential column number density without statistical noise and AN is the tangential
column number density error due to the statistical noise, then in the approximation given by
Equation (6) we expand a and f as
(= = + A
= 0o + Af#. (19)
Inserting these relationships into Equation (7), expanding the exponential, and subtracting
the basic unscattered state, we obtain
K,
* = [AN, - Ao ,exp (-o 0 (z, - z,)) + coAla,(z, - z,) exp (-fl0 (z, - z,))]'. (20)$iKi
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The coefficient errors A, and AfB are calculated in the least squares sense from the
relationships
S 0 (21)
aAa, aAfl,
and are given in the Appendix.
The intensity of the star, considering single wavelength absorption, is calculated from
Beer's law
F0 = F(A, ro) = F.((A) exp (-(A)N(r0 )) (22)
where F,(A) is the signal measured above the atmosphere in counts sec- 1. The linear
variation in tangential column number density due to a signal with statistical noise F =
F0 + AFis obtained by introducing the value of N into Equation (22) and expanding the
exponential to obtain
1 AFAN = - AF (23)
a(A) F(A, ro)
If a Poisson random noise with a standard deviation for AF proportional to the square
root of the basic signal (Fo)1"2 is introduced into the expressions for the coefficients A0, and
Af,, the mean square errors for the coefficients (A-,) and (Afl) are determined using the
propagation of statistical errors theorem and. they are presented in the Appendix.
The errors in the number density of the absorbing species at the tangent ray point are
determined from the integral
An(r) =-1 [d AN/dr] dr (24)
The tangential column number density of the absorbing species is determined by
inserting Equation (19) into Equation (6). The noise in the number density of the absorbing
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species at the tangent ray point is obtained by expanding the exponential, subtracting the
basic state, and differentiating the tangential column number density error AN to give
Go , 1ZI(Biexp (-floi(r - r))
r =1 , - r,"
1 0 ~ ' (r - r,) exp (-ofl(r - r,))
I MOdr. (25)7i-1 f 'r-
Integrating, we obtain
An(r,) =- (R, Ac + S, Afl,) (26)
7T i=l
where R, and S, are coefficients given in the Appendix. The standard deviation of the
number density error at the tangent ray point due to statistical noise is calculated using the
propagation of statistical errors theorem
(An(r,)) = T 1/i (27)
where
T, = I (R,X, + S,Y,)
and X and Y, are given in the Appendix.
(b) Ozone. The errors in the ozone number density caused by statistical noise super-
imposed upon the basic signal are determined from the quadratic data-reduction scheme.
The signal intensity variations are related to the tangential column number density variations
through Equation (23) and the number density error of ozone at the tangent ray point is
obtained from Equation (24). The tangential column number density with superimposed
variations caused by statistical noise is N = No + AN. The coefficients in Equation (10) are
assumed to have a variation A, = A0 i + AA,, Bi = Boi + AB,, and C, = C0, + AC,.
Introducing these variations into Equation (11) and subtracting the basic state, we have
Ks
5,* = I (ANt - AAzJ2 - ABiZ1 - AC,)2. (28)J=Ki
Solving for the coefficients AAj, AB, and ACj, we obtain relationships similar to Equation
(12) with the exception that N, is replaced by AN
Ks
AA = : Q ANj
K, (29)
AB = Q,* AN,
where Qj and Qj* are given in the Appendix. The number density error at the tangent ray
point is obtained by inserting Equation (29) into Equation (24) and integrating to give
An(r,) = - -I ((2W, - 2rW2 )Q + WQ*). F (30)
where
We = (r,2+1 - r,1 )112 - (r,2 - r,2)1
Wi Oge (r+ + (rf, -r, + (r 1,12
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The standard deviation of the number density error at the tangent ray point is calculated
using the propagation of statistical errors theorem and assuming that the standard deviation
of the noise is proportional to the square root of the basic signal
(An(r)) = E,. F-/2 (31)
where
1 Ko " I F 1/2
E, I= -1 gW [(2W- 2r.WQ -S 2i'I)*
7. ANALYSIS OF STATISTICAL ERRORS
The error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density from occultation scans
having a random statistical noise superimposed upon the basic signal is defined as
e(r) n(r) (32)
n(rl)
The numerator is the standard deviation of the retrieved number density, given by
equation (27) for molecular oxygen and equation (31) for ozone, and n(r) is the number
density at radius r,. The standard deviation of the retrieved number density is inversely
proportional to the square root of the unattenuated signal level for both molecular oxygen
and ozone. Therefore, in Fig. 8 T,(n(r,)) - 1 is plotted as a function of altitude for various
smoothing parameters M. The error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density for
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any signal level is obtained by dividing the parameter T(n(r,))-' by Fi 2. An increase in the
smoothing parameter M decreases the error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number
density. However, as discussed earlier, the accuracy of retrieving the basic molecular
oxygen number density profile from unscattered occultation scans decreases as the smoothing
parameter M increases. Therefore, there exists a value of M which gives a minimum in the
overall error in retrieving the molecular oxygen number density profile at a given data-
acquisition interval. The results of a numerical analysis of errors are shown in Fig. 8 for 100
occultation scans with different randomly scattered noise distributions. There is general
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agreement between the results of the theoretical and numerical analysis of errors. Also
shown in the figure are arrows indicating the altitudes of the 0.1 and 0"9 normalized intensity
points. The retrieval of the molecular oxygen number density is best for data lying between
these normalized intensity ratios.
The standard deviation of the retrieved ozone number density is also inversely pro-
portional to the square root of the unattenuated signal level. Therefore, in Fig. 9 the
parameter E,(n(r))-1 is plotted as a function of height for various smoothing parameters.
In general, the error in retrieving the ozone bulge and the number density below about
70 km is low. However, in the region of the ozone minimum near 75 km the retrieval error
increases. The data-acquisition interval in this case is 1 km and an increase in the smoothing
parameter M decreases the error in retrieving the ozone number density. As the data-
acquisition interval increases, the error in retrieving the ozone number density increases.
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For a given data-acquisition interval, there also is a value of the smoothing parameter M
which gives a minimum in the overall error in ' retrieving the ozone number density. The
circles in Fig. 9 again are the results of a numerical analysis of the errors for 100 ozone
occultation scans with different randomly scattered noise distributions. The general agree-
ment between the theoretical and numerical analysis of errors enables us to theoretically
calculate the error coefficients and thus determine accuracy of an occultation scan for any
signal intensity.
8. DISCUSSION
We have presented a numerical technique for retrieving the number density profile of
absorbing atmospheric gases from planetary occultation data having random statistical
noise superimposed upon the basic signal. Because of the sensitivity of the Abel integral
equation to random noise, some smoothing is required before evaluating the inversion
integral. An exponential technique was developed for atmospheric species whose number
density profile decreases exponentially with height, whereas the quadratic scheme works
better for atmospheric species having a more complex vertical profile. These techniques have
been used to reduce the OAO-2 stellar occultation data and obtain the night-time molecular
oxygen and ozone distribution in the upper atmosphere (Hays et al., 1972). With a modi-
fication to account for the finite size of the solar disk, these techniques have also been used
to reduce the SOLRAD-8 solar occultation data (Roble and Norton, 1972). The retrieval
errors are determined by knowing the approximate signal level and acquisition rate of the
occultation data. For each specific case, there is a minimum in the retrieval error determined
by the degree of smoothing for the appropriate data-acquisition rate and basic signal level.
Generally, the best accuracy is achieved between the normalized intensity limits of 0.1-0-9
where the derivative in the numerator of the Abel integral equation changes rapidly. Figure 2
shows that by selecting the appropriate spectrally isolated wavelength interval, the number
density distribution at practically any altitude may be obtained in the region where the
tangential column number density is approximately equal to the inverse of the effective
cross-section.
The analysis was performed for single wavelength absorption, whereas measurements
are made for some finite passband determined by the characteristics of the monitoring
spectrometer or photometer. In this case, an additional integration over wavelength is
required in the analysis, but it does not fundamentally alter the results as long as the
absorption process is spectrally isolated. Actually, a wavelength interval selected to cover a
continuum region where the absorption cross-section is smoothly increasing or decreasing
allows deepest penetration into the atmosphere. The altitude range of the occultation data is
greater in this case than for the case of a constant cross-section over the selected wavelength
interval.
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APPENDIX
Several of the coefficients discussed in the text are presented in this Appendix.
2[ xP ( , z)e
S{- [-exp (-0(z - z,)) _ (z, - z,) exp (-oi(Zj - z N))
1 i-Ki {,. { 1,1 {?}wh , = = exp P, {} {} P-2, i -
{f,} {i1}o
where
Ks
o} = C exp (--2o(z, - z2,))
Ks
(fl } = z (z, - zi) exp (--2fo(z, - z,))
Ka
{f2} = : (zj - z,)' exp (--2#o,(z, - z,))i=Ky
F1 2
where {exp(-flo(z, - z,)) (z, - z) exp -floi(z, - z)) (F_12 2 12
Ka (i {f12} Ja FoX, = 1
and {{,,} {i1}
where
1 K2 (iO 1{ - y
R = /2( - z  ( + A - 4-~) [erf((l, 1 ')"2) - erf((floA)'/)] exp (floA)
+ 21 [y/' exp (-oja) - 1/2
where A = r - r,
y = r+ - r,
e = r + r,
= r,+ -r,
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s, = (L)[erf ((py)/'2) - erf((fl0 A)"'/)][CiE-0 "(1 + j Ac- - (4p e)-l)
- ocorS"o-i'((4fl,)-'(2 + AE-1) - j(2A + A 2e-1) - oiaE~)]
. exp (floA) + (2o)-'[ry' exp (-Po,,) - A"2]
. [Oeoia7'/2 + oifoif-/ 2(2 + 2 AC')]
- cxoSo(4foi23/2)-1[1/2(2oiy + 3) exp (-foi ) - A/2(2floA + 3)]
P = (M z 2) - + )())- z,
K P K P -PK - ' -
L =(M(z )- (f)(z2))
P =(M(z) - (i)())
K =[(M(z3)- (z2) 2))(M(ZI) (2 Z)) (M(Z4) (2 )(2))(M(Z2)
Appendix II.a.
This Appendix gives some details of data processing which is
employed to obtain molecular oxygen profiles and ozone profiles from
occultation data. The details are divided into three parts, or processes,
dealing with (1) the computation of tangential column number density for
molecular oxygen, N(O 2,'. r); (2) the computation of tangential column
number density for ozone, N(O 3 , r ); and (3) the retrieval of number density
of either gas. Computer programs with accompanying notes are included.
Process 1
To obtain N(O 2 , ro), the raw modulus 256 occultation data on
the strip chart or digital printout are converted to normalized signal inten-
sity by a program filed in "PLOT". The input to this program is the
sequence of counts taken at an interval of - sec spacecraft time. The
measure of intensity which is used is the difference between successive
counts. The output consists of a graph of normalized signal intensity v.
time and the corresponding punched cards.
Following the conversion of the data to normalized intensity,
a program filed in "OAOPR" is activated to complete the process. First,
the ray tangent point location is computed. Then an interpolation table is
formed consisting of normalized signal intensity v. tangential column
number density. The table is then used to find N(O 2 , r0 ) corresponding to
the normalized, measured signal intensity.
Process 2
To obtain N(O 3 , r ), the raw occultation data on the strip chart
or digital printout are converted to normalized signal intensity by the "PLOT"
program, and the "OAOPR" program is activated as for 0 2 . However, in
this case corrections to N(O 3 , r o ) are made for the effects of the 02 Herzberg
bands and.Rayleigh scattering upon ozone.
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Process 3
Once the tangential column number density, N, is computed
for all m data levels, a parabolic fit is forced upon N(h) and the smoothed
values are then inverted by the finite differencing scheme,
2 d r 2 r 2  2
n(rj) = dr (r - r ) N(ro ) Idro
02 -2 dN(r )
o dr ,dr o
Details of the smoothing technique and inversion for various species
is given in the attached paper on inversion techniques.
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$SIG SAFF C=510 'AAUeICE GRAVES'
**LAS? SIGNON 4AS: 09:J6.59 12-29-71
USER "SAFF" SIGNED ON AT 21:18.13 ON 12-29-71
SLIST PLOr
1 DIMENSION AY (150),Y(150)
2 DIMENSION BY (150)
2.05 DIMENSION YINT(150)
2.1 READ (5,861) (BY(K) ,K=1,80)
2.15 PRINT 861, (BY() ,K=1,80)
3 READ(5,894) N,MAX
3.5 PRINT 894, N,MAX
4 READ 893, (AY (I) ,I=1,N)
4.1 LIT= 5
4.2 PRINT 893, (AY(I),I=1,N)
5 DO 882 K=1,LMT
6 882 Y(K)=AY (K)
6.1 JA=L4T-1
6.2 DO 1 K=1,JA
6.3 1 YINT (K) =Y (K) -Y (K+1)
7 J=N-LMT
7.1 WRITE (6,861) (BY(K) ,K=1,80)
8 WRITE (6,899)
9 899 FORAT(20X,8HEXPECTED,9X,6HACTUAL,14X,T10HDIFFERENCE,10X,
10 18HRECORDED,12X,9HINTENSITY,/,22X,5HVALUE,9X,5HVALUE,35X,
11 25HVALUE//)
11.1 PZ=0.15*MAX
12 DO 883 K=1,J
12.1 Y (K)=AY(K)
12.2 DO 2 MP=1,JA
12.3 2 Y (K+ dP) =Y (K+MP-1) -YINT (K+MP-1)
12.41 YB=(Y(K)+ Y (K+1) f Y(K+2) + Y(K+3)+ Y(K+4))*0.2
12.42 AI= (Y (K) -2. *Y (K+1) +2.*Y (K+3) -Y (K+4) ) / (-12. )
12.43 BI= (4.*Y (K) +Y (K+ 1) + Y(K+3) +4.*Y(K+4) -10.*YB)/14.
12.44 CI= ( Y(K) -8. *Y (K+ 1) +8.*Y(K+3)-Y(K+4))/12.
12.45 B=(-9.*AI)+BI
12.46 C=(27.*AI)-(6.*81) +CI
12.47 D=-(27.*AI)+9.BI-3.*CI-2.*BI+YS
12.5 Pl=2 16*AI+36*B+6*C+D
12.52 L=K+2
13 A= (Y (L) -2. *Y (L+1) +Y (L+2))/2.
14 B=(-5.*Y(L)+8.*Y(L+1)-3.*Y(L+2))/2.
15 C=3.*Y (L) -3.*Y (L+1) +Y(L+2)
20 P=16.*A+4.*B+C
20.2 P=(P+P1)/2.
21 X=AY (K+LMT)
22 L=0O
22.1 PRINT 3,K,J,X,P,P1
22.2 3 FORM AT(T2,215,3F20.6)
23 886 IF (AuS(X-P)-160.) 884,885,885
24 884 IF ((P-X) .GT. 100.) X=X+MAX
24.2 jPW=0.08*YINT (K+LMT-2)
24.4 IF (PW .LT. PZ) PW=PZ
24.42 IF (PA .GT.160.) PW=160.
24.5 IF ((Y(K+LMT-2)-Y(K+LT-1)).GT. (Y(K+LMT-1)-X+PW)) X=X-MAX
24.8 Y (K+LMT)=X
25 B=X-P
26 C=Y (K+LIMT-1)-Y(K+LMT)
26.1 Y.INT(K+LT-1)=C
27 WRITE(6,895) K,P,X,B,AY(K+LMT),C
28 895 FORMAT(I5, SF20.0)
40
29 883 CON i'IUL
30, J=N-1
32.05 W ,: .1E.(7,861) ( Y (i) ,K=1,80)
32.1 WRITE (7, Jb5) (YINT (K) ,K= 1,J)
33 . RI - E (o , 898)
34 698 Fo' AT (' I GRiAP OF INTENSTY VS. TIME'//)
35 1ZADJ(5,8b0) DY,CY,EY
Jo 860 FO AT (3A1)
30.1 II NT 801, (BY(K) ,K=1,80)
37 DO 692 K=1,12
38 692 BY(K)=10*K
39 WRITE (6,681) (BY(K),K=1, 12)
40 681 FORMAT(/3X,12F10.0)
41 DO 690 K=1,150
42 690 BY(K)=CY
43 00 691 K=1,25
44 691 BY(5* (K-1)+1)=EY
45 WRIT(6,861) (BY(K),K=1,120)
46 uY(1)=DY
47 DO 870 K=2,150
4 8 870 BY(K)=BY (K-1)
49 N=N-1
49.1 JB=1
49.2 DO 741 J=1,N
49.3 IF(YINT (J) .GT. YINT (JB)) JB=J
49.4 741 CONTINUE
50 DO 88u K=1,N
51 BY(1)=CY
52 JA=K/5
53 JA=JA*5
54 IF (JA .EQ. K) BY(1)=EY
54.1 L=YINT (K)*100./YINT(JB)
50 BY(L)=EY
57 PRINT 861,(BY(J),J=1,120) ,L
58 861 FORAT (120A1 ,I15)
59 BY (L) = Y (L+I)
60 868 CONTINUE
63 865 Fdi O iAT (12F6.0)
64 893 FORLIAT(14F5.0)
65 894 FORMAT (215)
66 887 CALL EXIT
67 RETURN
68 885 L=L+1
69 X=AY (K+LMT)-MAX*L
69.1 PRINT 4,K,L, MAX,X
69.2 4 FORMAT(T2,315,F20.6)
70 £F(L-400) 886,887,887
71 END
END OF FILE
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Part 1: Line numbers 1-6
In this part, an informative comment card is read (line 2. 1), the
number of data values (N) and the maximum counts on calibration (MAX) are
read (line 3), the raw data (AY) are read (line 4), and the first 5 values are
set in Y (line 6). These five values must be monotonic estimates of values
on the curve of actual (not normalized) intensity.
Part 2: Line numbers 6.1-12. 5)
In this part, an allowable departure of a predicted:value of
intensity from the actual value is established. This departure is ±0. 15,
(line 11. 1). Then the coefficients (AI, B, C, D) for cubic curve-fitting
with five points are calculated (lines 12-12. 47), and a sixth point is predict-
ed (line 12. 5).
Part 3: Line numbers 12. 52-20. 2
In this part, a parabolic curve-fitting is carried out for the third,
fourth, and fifth points, yielding a new prediction of the sixth point (line 20).
An average of the two predictions becomes the final estimate (line 20. 2) of
the sixth point. This procedure continues within loop 883 until the entire
set of data points is exhausted.
Part 4: Line numbers 21-29
In this part, the modulo conversion is accomplished, based upon
some intuitive conditions regarding signal intensity. The resulting signal
intensities (C) are written out (line 27).
Part 5: Line numbers 30-71
In this part, the signal intensities are punched (line 32. 1) for the
data input to the final processing program. The intensity values are also
plotted (line 57) after normalization (line 54. 1).
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1 C 'li.J 1: Ti! PA'AJOLLL LI.\:SI :S'JUAhE NVERSION FOR OCCULTATION DATA
2 2!:1 AI dZ:iiA'i i ;t.TINC .;'m; CNLY.**
3 i~OL ..... H (A-1iO- £, .--11)
'4 *. *~_,* ' \$ .. N Li 1,. (150) , A ,A-. (15,)
CO..ON (200) , N (200) ,A (200) ,d (200) ,C (200) ,ALT,WLL(100) ,FILT(100)
o 13 0(130) ,SG (100) ,5G02 (100) ,SGM (100) ,CCM (200) ,NP,iPX
7 L'. N.i .N DA (2i0) , O F(200),TNO (200)
o, L'.1, ,INO, ' N . C ( 0) , Ri (20 C)
9 D i i dN;i N i,(0- 0),FN(200) ,I (200) , NO (200) ,ZP (200)
10 DIuEi;ENS].I'N DEN (200) ,LN(200)
II DIE NSIC N ,.(20) ,T(150)
12 DIMENS1CN 0 (200)
l DIMIENSION iUD (200) ,UL (200)
1 DIIN 15 iC UT (200)
16 C PFART-1
17 C*
18 C* THIS P'A 'r CALCULATES TANENT RAY HEIGHT POINT. INPUT IS 5 VALUES
19 C* OF 3OACECRAFT LONG. LAT. AND ALT. IN 10 SEC. GMT INTERVAL, 5 VALUES
20 C* OF GdA OF ARIES IN 0lU. GIMI INTERVAL, Dr.C. AND i(.A. OF OCCULT- *
21 C* ING ShAR, Tf'Ii' STARTING TIME IN Hi., MIN., AND SEC., AND NUDBER OF
22 C* ~AA uINTS ~iELDLD
23
24 es+C'++ *+****+*3+*++*4+**+***++++**++ **C***************************
26 C1 1./57.2')5775131
27 WlTU(6, 109)
109 'OdMAT(//10X,' S/C POSITICN, LONG. LAT., AND ALT. IN 10 SEC.'
' 1 ':;EPs AND',/,10X,' GilA. OF ARIES IN TEN MINUTE STIEPS)
30 ::'. iJ 11,Y1,Y2,f3,Y4,Y"
3 1 -2 ,IT 11, t 1 ,Y.2,Y3, Y , 5
32 CALL AEh'(Y1,Y2,Y3,Y',Y5,A4,B4,C4,D4)
33 : A.) 11,Y1, Y2,Y3,Y , Y
.34 2N 1 1 , Y1,Y2,Y3, 74,Y5
35 CALL bET (Y 1,Y ,Y 3, Y 4 ,Y, A2, 2,C2, D2)
'0 ,: AD 11, Y 1, ., 3 , Y 4 ,'5
37 PiaiNT 1 1, Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5
3ti CALL SET (Y,Y2 ,Y3,Y , 5 ,Ai3,B3,C3,D3)
39 IiEAD 11,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,Y5
1O PRiIN T 1 1, . 1, Y2,Y3, Y 4,Y5
41 CALL SET (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,YS,A5,D35,C5,D5)
42 AJd 1I1,Y1,Y2,Y3 ,Y,Y
43 Fe t2T 71, Y1,Y2,Y3
44 71 FOR AT (///5X,'STAR DECLINA'ION ',F5. 1,' IEGREES', F5. 1,' MINUTES',
45 l'7.2,'SECC NDS '/)
tf DlEC=Y1+ (Y2/60.) +(Y3/,':600.)
47 hEA) 11,Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4,YS
4 tPINT 72, Y1,Y2,Y3
49 72 FORMrAT (SX, STAa RIGHT ASCEINTION',r5.1,* HOURS' ,FS. 1,' MINUTES',
50 1 F7.2,' SECUADS'/)
51 A (Y1+ (Y2/60.) +(Y3/3600.))*15.00
52 Er C=DEC/57. 29578
53 A= A/57. 29578
C TRI,ONOiEITRIC COiaLPUJTATIONS SiART HERE.
J CL=iCCS (J1C) *DCOS (RA)
56 C3.=CDCUS (DEC) *DSIN (iA)
57 DC =DSIN (DEC)
56 4 1iEAD 612,T1,T2,T3,NP
43
59 ' 612 1 ux o.AT (3 10. ,i15)
6 C pRINT 641, T1,T2,T3
61 641 FOR:AT(SX,'3TAiTING TIME ',F5 .1'HR',F5.1,'MI .,F.V,S
,62 1 ' AND TIe- IS INCREASING')
3o T1= 1 +('2+(T3/60.))/60.
b4 NPP=NP
65 1=0
66 73 IF (T2 .LT. 10.) GO TO 74
67 T2=T2-10.
68 GO 'To 73
69 74 L=T3/10.
'70 T x=T2+ (L*10./60.)
71 75 IF (T3 .LT. 10.) GO TO 7
72 !3=T3-.10.
73 GO TO 75
74 7 3=1.+('73/10.)
75 C* SPACECnRAT POSITIONS AND GIIA OF ARIES ARE CALCULATED AT DIFFERENT
76 C* GMi rTM E 13i USING THE FUNCTION CAL WHICH USES THE CURVE
77 C* Y=A*T*T + b*T + C
78 PIiIS=CAL(S,A2,E2,C2,D2)*C1
79 ALT=CAL (S,A3,B3,C3,DJ)
80 ALAMS=CAL(S,A4,4,C4,D 4 )*C1
81 17 (ALA.MS .LT. 0.) ALAiiS=6.28318+ALAMS
82 X=3. +( (TX+ (T 3/60.) )/10.)
83 ALAMG=CAL (X, A5,B5,C5,DS) 4C1
84 i=I+1
85 M=NP-I+1
86 PA=0COS (AI.AIS)
87 1o3=DCOS (PHiIS)
88 PC=DCOS(ALAMG)
89 D=DSIN (ALAMS)
90 ~=SIN (ALAMG)
91 DCA = P A* B # P C - D*PB*E
92 DCd = D *PB *PC+2A*PB*E
93 DCC=OSIN(PH IS)
94 CALL HEIGHT (PHIS,RSAT,RR)
95 13 )S=RSAT*LCA
96 YS=aSAT*DC B
97 2S=RS TtDCC
98 RS=SxT (X.*XS+YS*YS+ZS*ZS)
99 ARG = DCA* DCL+ CC B*DCM+ DCC*DC
N
100 DETA=3. 1i15926536-DARCOS (ARG)
101 W=DCOS('ETA)
102 XO=XS+ RSAT*W*DCL
10 3 YO=Y S+RSA7*1w*D D(:
104 IF(YO. LT.0.. AND.ARG. GL. ) BETA=6. 233186-BETA
105 Ir(YO.LT.0.. AND.ARG.-.0.)BET A = 3 . 141593+BETA
1(i0 ZO=ZS+ S AT *W*DCN
07 ROO=DSQRT (XO*XC+YO*YCGZOU* Z O )
108 IiIOU (i) =DATAH (ZO/DSQtIi2 (XO*XO+YO*YO))
109 ALAMO (N)=DARCCS(XO/DSRT (XO*XO+YO*YO) )-ALAG
110 B=DSIN ( ETA)
111 DCLS=XO/ i(RSAT*F)
112 DC S=Y / ({;'AT*QF)
113 GCNS=ZO/ (SAT*C?)
14 CPS=DCL*DCLS+CM*DC41S+DCN*DCNS
115 CALL HEIGHIT(?HIO (M) ,RP,eR)
116 ilO=RCC- R
117 ZP (I) =iiO* 100000.
11t ;(A;) =ROC *100000. 44
1 9{(:) (: {:, 100('00.
1 0 Fiii (h) =[ iO(Z) 457, 295
I .:1 ALA ( 1M) =ALA :1 (i;) *57. 295
i. PSi = (i1. 5707933268-11,A)/C1
23 '3=3+ 62.9 15/116. 34N
24 IF(I .L . NP) GO TO 7
125 11 'O AT (5 10.5)
129 C* T;ilS PALT TAKES AS INPUT T1iE FILTEli TRANSMIISSION, CROSS SECTION
'30 C* AN u S;iX SiEC T:'UP1. THE;N A TAiLE OF TOTAL INTEGRUTED NU1IDER DENSITY
131 C TN V S. ORhALICE SIGNA]. FNO, IS COMPPUTED
1Ii C *- 3 T V** '.. ** * * * "' **** ** ***
1J3 TX=AL AO (NP)/15.0
134 'l I=T1+TX
15 IF (2l .L~. 0.) 'T1=T1+24.0
1, I4- (TI .GT. 2 4.0). T1='' 1-24.0
137 L1=T1
13t T1= (T1-L1) * O.
139 L=21
1.0 'i1= (T1-L2) 460.
14 1 NTAd=106
142 C INPUT DATA
1J3 C FILR DATia itN STEPS CLF 20A.
144 iL AL) 351,l:'X,FY,I02
145 351 !"Odd,' AT (2 .0,15)
14,6 [2A=1.001+(FY- X)/20.
1.7 DO 302 i =1, 1 MX
S  302 MI1. (I) = FX+ (I-1) *20.
SII (i2 .E. 2) GO TC 1260
1 'X= XPX + 13
152 1201 1FOiIAI (F10. 3)
153 1260 i,~AD 300, (ILT(I) ,I=1,MPX)
154 C CROSS-SCT ION DATA
155 AD 600, (SG () ,I=1,hPX)
15o C STAi SPECTUl IN STEPS OF 20A.
157 ;Ao 30 3, (eIO(1) ,I=1, 'X)
158 300 1-.U AA (1 ? .3)
159 303 F ,'R A (111 5.0)
160 b 'ddA' (6E10.2)
16 1 SUN=O.
1b2 DO 101 J=2,iPA
163 101 SU=SUN+ ( (FIL.T (J) *Fi(C (J) +FILT (J-1) *FIO (J- 1) )/2. *(WLL (J) -WLL (J-1)
1 4 C TiltS SECTIGN MAAKES A TA.LE OF TOTAL INTEGRATED NUMBER
165 C DENSITY VS. NORMALISED SIGNAL.
DO dO0 IHC=1,NTAB
67 READ(3, 12 16) TT
led 1216 FO MAT (5E16.6)
169 IF (IC2 .- NE. 2) GO TO 1261
170 READ (2,1216) (SG(I),1=25,APX)
171 1261 CONT IJUE
172 TN(I dO)=TT
173 SUM=0.
74 DO 1000 J=2,MPX
75 1000 ;M=S U + ((FIL' (J) F lJ (J) *DEXP (-SG (J) *TT) +FILT (J- 1) *FIO(J-1) *
176 1 iXP (-SG (J- I) *TT) )/2. ) * (LL (J) -LL (J- 1))
177 "11R=SUM/SIUN
178 I (FN 1 .LT. 1.0-20) i; t= 1.C-20
45
I 79 .[ (IhO) =FNE
100 6,00 CO NTIi Nu E
1614
162 C0 PA T-3
$3 0*
'S C* INPUT TO THIS PART IS TiiiE MEASURED SIGNAL. THEN NORMALISED SIGNAL
i85 C* i!'O 13 U:iSED TO DI.Ti.RMINE TOTAL INT(;1RATED NUMBER DENSITY TNO
136 C* DY INT41'OPULATION N THE TAiBLE COV..UTEL) IN PANT-2
.o7 * *********************************************************4444,wag
R8 ' EAD 1001, (Q(1) ,I=1,10)
189 £RINT 1001, (2(I) ,I=1,10)
'90 1001 FO IMAT (1C Ad)
19 1 1002 .iMiAT(13)
1'92 C OCCULT.11CN DATA
193 tEAD 760, (DA (1) ,1=1,NPP)
194 760 FORMAT (1 2i6.0)
195 DMIA=DA (1)
196 DO 857 I=1,NPP
197 IF(DA(I) .LT.DMIA) DIA=DA (I)
198 t057 CONTI 1UE
199 DO L61 L=1,NPP
200 861 DA (1)=DA (1)-DMIA
201 NMXY=NPP-4
202 SUC=0.
203 DO 761 =NMXY,NPP
204 761 SUC=SUC+ZA(i)
205 DAO=SUC/5.
20,6 DO 762 I=1,NPP
207 762 1OF(I).=EA(I) /AO
OS WRITE (b, 100!1)
"09 1004 FORMAT(//'MODIFIED INPUT DATA'/)
210 PlINT 1005, (LA(I) ,I=1,NPP)
211 1005 FORmiAT(10?8.0)
212 C THIS SECTICN CALCULATES TOTAL INTEGRATED NUMBER DENSITY;
213 C USING MEASURED SIGNAL AND PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED TABLE.
214 DO 611 J=1,NTAB
215 Z (J)= LOG (FNO(J))
216 XN (J) =DLOG(TN (J))
217 611 CONTINUE
218 609 "~OLM1AT(TE5,2D15.6)
219 M=4
220 NP=N I A B
221 CALL ~AAB (M)
222 DO 630 L=1,NPP
223 IF (FOF(1) .LE. 0.) YOF(L)=1.D-5
224 DO 7.92 I=1,NTAB
225 IF (FOF (L) .GE.FNO (I). AND. FOE (L) .LT.FNO (I+1)) GO TO 613
226 792 CONTINUE
27. 613 J=I
228 X=DLOG (OF(L))
229 INO (L)=A(J) * X*X+ 3 (J)*X+C (J)
230 TNO (L) =DEXP (TNO (L))
231 614 FORMAT (T5,2D15.6)
232 630 CONTINUE
232.1 IF(IO2.NE.0) GO TO 2501
33 C* ********************************
"&3 4 C4 PART-3A
235 C* IN TilIS PAS'I, THE OZONE COLUMN DENSITY IS CORRECTED FOR
236 C* HERZBEAG AND RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
237 C'*************"'*$****8***"*** *****
46
.3,: 1 1 ._'ti. , (5 2(f) , I = I  . AJX
k)3- 20  . ,C"O :.Al (It10.2)
.c .2 200S 1=1, , MPX
. 1 S, (4)= 3.9 1-2d* ((1')0. (1-1) *20.) 1. D-4) ** (-4.05)
1 F2005 C:ii.A1..U1
2- A 2 000, SEi / ii,I E ,. / iO ~ 7 i 
= 1,(, , M
2 L 6 f (,,814) WLL(I ,:ILTl1),FIO( ),SG(1),SG02(I) ,SGM(I)
"', 209 NAD 2000, ITE-, E12SC
'1 READ 2000, MZ2, ZZO, ZZ
. )000 F 0 ,tA'I ( * L. 12.4)
2 1 '(u,3001) L'TEST, ' SC,VIZ,ZZO,DZZ
.4 3001 FOMAT (/4 , 'ITJ'ST ',4, ' EPSC = ',F7.4, ' MZZ = ,I5,
.5 I' /,o = ',i)10.3, ' DZ = ',D10.3/)
', I =A' + ' + 1 -
260 IT 0
201 (I= (Z Z(0)-ZZO)/DZZ+l
23 C2 (1) =CCM (KK) *DXP (P(I) -(ZZO+DZZ* (KK-1) ))*DLOG (CC (KK+ 1)
264 1/CC;4 (KK)) /DZZ)
. A(2) =)=CC2 (1) /0. 2095
SSUJN=iAT (0.0,CC2 (NPP) ,CM(NPLP))
_7 FATu=DLO; (iOF (I)) +SUN
,5 IF(F"ATO. LE. 1.0E-5) fATxu= 1.0E-5
C I i'NO (I)
.270 i =-: AT (C 1 ,CO2 (I) ,C M (i)
271 C 2I*0 .75
272 IF(C2.L".1.0 10) C2=1.0D10
27 2002 r 2=FAT (C',Co2 (I) ,Ca (1))
274 I'(DABS (F2-FI).LE. 1. 0'- 10) GO TO 2004
27! CJ=C1+ (FATO-Fl * (C2-Ci) / (F2-F1)
27 t; IF(DABS(C3).GE.1.0E35) GC TO 2004
277 ITT=1'T+1
278 IF(DAiBS ((C3-C2)/C2) .LE.EPSC) GO TO 2004
279 ( (iTT-ITEST).GT. ) GO TC 2004
2Lb IF(DABS((F1-FATO)/(F2-FATO)).LE.1.0) GO TO 2003
28 1' F1=F2
2L 2 C1=C2
83 2003 C2=C3
42 Go0 0o 2002
25 2004 CON I'IUE
d '2 N!0(i) =C3
7 IF (C3. LT.0.0) T;O (I) =0.0
•11 2500 CONTINUE
290 C* PA!RT-4
z') 2 C* THIS PAlT FITS A PARA30LA THiRCUG; TANGENT iAY HEIGHT ZP CO ,PUT2D
S C* I1 PA(T-1 VS. IOTAL INT'GRATED NUNiiER DENSITY TNO COilPUTED IN 'PART
C* -3. TiihE USING LEAST SQUIAR% COEFFICIENTS, INVERSION IS CARRIED ON29 C* TO COIPUT~ THE NU11E B" DENSI7IY. THiS NUMBE.R DENSITY IS, THEN, USED
"9 C* IN TiiE CALCULATICON Of iOLECULAR OXYGEN TEMPERATURE.
47
2*9 DO 1211 I= ,NkF
o 0 (1)
301 1211 X. (I)='f C (I)
3 C 1S SO ETAINS £ COEFFICIEN'S FOR LEAST SQUARE PARABOLA
305 W i TE (6,2 1) M
3C0 21 'FOi .AT('1',' SMOOHING WITH =',13//)
307 ,rLE, 123)
S08 CALL PAAB (11)
109 123 FOrMAT(' .IGNONE TEMP. IN OZONE RESULTS'//)
310 12 FOUi AT (5X,6E1 2 . 4 )
311 N =NP-1
312 DO 4 J=I,N1
313 DEN (J) =0.0
314 DO 5 I=J,N1
315 2.*A ()oJ
316 1 +(J) (J) + D* (DS QT (i (I + 1) **2-
R (J) ** 2) -DSQRT (R (I) **2-R (J) **2)
318 2 ( (i) +DSoICT (R (I) **2-R (J) **2)))
319 D .N (J) -DEN (J)/PI
320 4 CONTINUi
321 RITE (b,60 1 ) L1,L2,T1
322 601 FOi MAT(5X,'LOCAL STARTING TIME',I6,'HOUR,',6, MINUTE,
323 1F7. 3, 'SECCNiDS. ')
324 WRITE(6,2 3 )
325 23 AT (//1IO9,INU9$HPI0 XI' LAT DIT
326 1'LON4G.',10X,'COLUMNI,1X,,'NORAALIZED',10X,102 
COLUMN DENSITY'
327 2/11X,'11 Cd.',8X,'DENSITY',8X,'IN DEG. 
K.,X5X,'IN DEG.',8X,
32b 3'LN UG.*,X,'DENSITY',9X,IINTENSITY',11X,'DENSITY's/)
329 N1=N1-1
330 DO 977 J=1,N1
331 'i (J) =0.0
332 DO 150 £=J,N1
333 A2=DEN(i+1)/(-(I+1)* 2)
334 A 1=DEN (1)/( ( )* 2)
335 A I=DABS(A1)
336 A2 DABS (A2)
337 150 T (J=T (J)+ (A2-I1)/DLOG 
(A 2 / A ) * ( (I + - Z (I ) )
338 1 (J) (3. 8038D-4) *T (J)/DEN (J)
30 977 RE (,22) (J) ODE J) ,T (J) , PHO (J) , ALAMO (J) ,XN (3) ,FOF(J) ,C02
341 22 FORMAT (4X,6E15.6, E18.6,E19.6)
342 STOP
343 978 DO 911 J=1,N1
344 UD(J)=DEN (J)
345 UZ (J) =Z (J)
3116 UT (J).=T (J)
347 911 IF (UD(J) .LE. 0.0) UD(J)=1.OE 01
348 UYM iN7.0
349 UTy'X= 0.5
.350 UXiMI,=40.OE 05
351 UDX=20.0E 05
352 IF (i02 .EQ. 0) GO TO 1531
353 CALL PLTOFS(100.0,100.0,0X-IN,UDX,1.5,1.0)
"354 UPX=100.
355 UPDX=lGO.
356 CALL PA/IS(1.5,1.,16HTZMP. IN DEG. K.,-16,10.,0.,UPX,UPDX,-1.)
357 CALL PA XIS(1.5,1.,15 IALTITUD IN CM.,15,8.,90.,UXM IN,UDX,-0.5)
48
3') A, .rli.!,, 1.0,0., . ), 20, 1,,)
i i.. L[ N : k ( IT(1),UZ( 1i ),NI, 1 ,1,1,2,1)
L .i *. . !4) (O 'O 1 10
Ji li LAI.I, [L i )l. (IiUY N,0YLX,U lN,UDX, 1.5, 1. 0)
10 CALL PLoAXS (1.5,1.0, 1411NUND1ELi DENSIrY,-1,10.O,0.0,UY1N,-UYEX)
,)o CALL EAI5 S(1.', 1.0,15iiAL2ITUD IE N C .,15,8 . 0,90.0,UXIIN,UDX,-0. 537.) 'CA .L PLGu D (1., 1.0,1.0/U EX, 10.0,.0,0.0)
371 C LL ; U ID(1.5, 1.0, 10.0,0.5,1,15)
37.. CLL fITLC& (2)
3-74 CA.L FL'ftLEC
375 CALL PSY i(I.5,9.5,-0. I,(1),0.0,80)
370 iF ( /, .E. 4) GO TO 912
377 CALL PSY ,(1.5,5.25,-0.1,3H1M=8,0. 0,3)
371 . C Tu 913
379 :912 CALL 'S Y. i (1 .5,9..25,-0. 1,3H-I 4,0.0,3)
380 ;13 CALL k LEND (
381 6 CONTI NU
362 CALL EXIT
383 hND
--3--5 UC PART-5
;7 C* SULUOUTINE SiET TAKES 5 2QUIDISTANT VALUES AND FI'TS A LEAST SQUARE
S C PAi AOLA Y=l[X0'X + )4 X + n . COZFICTENTS P,Q AND R ARE RETURNED
7 C * ** i..*E* 4 )OT** ***** **** *************************
390 SUO1 ui S5; ET(Y1, Y2 J, - 1 , y 5 PM 8, 0 , R,S)
39 1 I IPLICIT ~EAL*d (A-Hi,O-Z)
392 COriiON a(200) ,XN(200) ,A (200) ,B (200) ,C (200) ,ALT,WLL(100) ,FILT(10(
39. 3  1L0(100),5G (100),SGO2(100),SG'(100),CC (200),NEiPX
3914
3)5 12 C ((2. i Y 1)-Y2- (i.5 2'3)-Y4+ (2. Y)) / 4.
3.o I ((- 14.i Y1) + (4o. *y2) (120. *Y3) + (74. Y4)- (92.*Y5) ) /140.
401 C- PACLT-6
403 C* 5UBJOiUiTINi: HEIGHT CALCLAES li8 RADIUS OF EARTH RR, AND DISTANT
.04 C4 RF OF A ;CiNT f'i'OM CENTR CE EARTH; WHEN LATTITUDE ?HI, AND ALTIr
405 C AL, F THE 2OINT ARE KNOWN.
40(7 LUB i(CUTIN HE1GiiT(Pli.l, RP,R)
4n b IIPLICIT REAL (A--H,C-Z)
4(9 CCrl'i 0 Z (200) ,XN (200) ,A (200) , (200), C (200) ,ALT,WLL (100) ,FILT (10
410 1.FIu (100),SG (100) ,SGO2(100) ,SGM (100) ,CCM (200),NP,M PX
411 tEAL*i8 KAPA
4;5 EC. 0b 18202
316 2=6378. 387
41 7 iNO=S 1 - (EC*EDSi)SN (Pii) 2*DSIN (PHI) ))
49
o ,~ I)S-D.C 5 (P:! 1) :8 H/D- ' CM
41,: i = -;< ( 1,- ECEC) *S IN (~iflii)/DENO
420 i, =OS 'I:T ( COS* COS+:i IN*RSIN)
4.21 L'HlIP= ABSIN (RSIN/ R)
'322 KAPA=3. 1415926536
r 3 i ?=DS~iT (i ld*+ALT*Ai.T-2. *RV *ALT*DCOS (KAPPA))
14 ; Ti 'r UR N
'425 END
427 C* PART-7
.26 C*
29 C* SUiOWlUT3I PAA".AU I'ITS iidZ LEAST SQUARE PARABOLA THROUG;I M POINTS
430 C* AT A TIh'H IN THE CURV:E OF Z VS. XN. TIIE PROCESS IS CONTINUED FOR
431 N POINTL': AliND COEFFICIENTS A,U AND C ARE RETURNED TO MAIN PROGRAM
432 C* NOTE' THAT XN=A*Z*Z + *jZ + C
434 SUBi(OUTI N E PAR1AB (M)
435 !aPLiClT i~AL*8 (A-H, C-Z)
436 COi'iON Z (200) ,XN (200),A (200) ,B (200) ,C(200),ALT,WLL(100) ,FILT(100)
437 1IO(100) ,SG(100) ,SGO2 (100),SGM(100),CCM (200),NP,MPX
436 L=4/2
439 CO / I=1,N?
44 C I ZNP+1-L
441 K=1
442 IF (i. GT.L.AND.I. LT.IZ) K=I-L
443 IF(I.GE. IZ) K=NP-M
444 Z8=0.
445 Z2B=0.
446 23B=0.
'47 Z4B=0.
- 4 8 X NB=0.
449 ZN3=0.
450 22NB=O.
451 K 2=K +M
452 DO 3 J=K,K2
453 Z3=ZB+Z (J)
454 Z2i=Z213+Z (J) **2
455 3= 3 +Z (J) **3
4'56 Z4B='4R+Z(J) 4
457 ZNB4=ZNB+Z (J)*XN(J)
458 Z2NB=Z2NB+x:N () * (Z (J)  **2)
459 3 XN i=XNB+XN(J)
460 J=I
46l1 1= i
462 = A+1 I
463 A (J) = ((a*Z NB-XNB*Zb) * ( M*Z3B-Z *Z2 2) -(M *Z2NB-XNB*Z 2B) * (M* Z2B-ZB**;
464 )/(( *Z3 L-Z2B*ZB)*(M*Z3i-ZB4Z2B)-(M* Z4B-Z28**2)* (M*Z2B-ZB**2))
.4b5 =A(J) .
466 . (J)=((AZZN3-Z3*XNB) - (*Z3B-ZB*Z213) *D)/(2*Z2B-ZB*ZB)
467 = (J)
468 C (J)- (XNE-D*Z2B-E*Z8)/M
469 =41
470 2 CON AT NIJE
47 1 R IETURN
472 ND I
73 i~UNCION CAL (X,A,B,C,D)
-14 IRPLICIT EAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
475 CAL= (A*X**2) + (B*X) +C
476 RETURN
477 END 50
476 JU:'L)N ."T(O 3CO J.C :j
479 IIPLiCIT RLAL 68(A-- " "' -)
430 C
: 1 C 'hiiS FUNCTION 3E2.RanES TEE. SIGNAL OF A STAR AS SEEN THROUGli AN
'"2 C 2,T)31jiLLxE ;'Hli COLUN DENSIIES C03,C2,C M AND VIEWED TiiROUGi
03 C F'ILTE i wlTd TAPS SiON FILT (1) AT WAVELNGTH hLL(I)
4: D,5 CUO~i L XN 2 0 A (2 (00) , C (200) (200) ,ALT,WLL (100) ,FILT(10
48 o li IO (100) ,S (ICO0) ,SG52 (100) ,SG M (10 0) ,CCK (200) , NP, MPX
Sts7 X=;G(1) *CC3+SGC2 (1) *CO2+SGM1 (1) *CL
418 IF(DAbS (X).GT.50.) X=50.
4 9 X I LT (1) *FIO (1) *D XP (-X)
9 CfA'=0.0
491 DO 10 1=2,MP
2 x; (1) *Cu3+S;O2 (I) C02+SGM (I) *C
q3 " i (G J j S ( ). G T. 50.) .75G.
4 4 FILT (1) *FI6 (I) *D XP (-X)
9' iA'2AT+0.5 (X1 + X 2)* (W L L (1)-WLL(I-1))
S 13 x X 2
49I7 I A'T=DLOG 1i'AT)
,j ,ND
0 160. 12 160.59 161.26 16 1. 4 162.42
-01 26.,32 -27.06 -27.39 -27.53 -27.76
502 77!1.6 77. 7 778.9 779.0 779.1
503 .29:.4833 300,.99b 30 3.4 9 83 306.005 308.5116
504 .2,.0 55.0 26. 01582
05 0.0 6.0 53. 1338
1O 13.0 29.0 32.0 065
5037 100.300. 00
.020 .0z1 .022 .024 .026 .030 .035 .040 .048 .055 .060
50 I.0/0 .0b0 .090 .1)0 .130 .1 0 ,200 .260 .360 .420 .520
51i .,2)0 .740 .340 .940 .9901.00( .980 .940 .880 .640 .800
511 .i0 .740 .66 C .u 4 0 .600 .0CO .,4C0 .350 .300 .240 .200
512 . 110 .140 .120 .102 .080 .Oo0 .050 .042 .040 .037 .035
513C 1I .030 .026 .025 .023 .020
'514 7.80- -19 7.502-19 7. 00E-19 6.5CE-19 5.8.02-19 5.20E-19
515 4.70E-19 4.30E-19 .80-1 3 $0E 9 340E-19 3.20E-19 3.20- 19
51b 3.30,-19 3.30 -19 4.3JE-19 5.2C:-19 6.60E-19 8.80E-19
517 1. 10-16 1. 40-18 1.80E-13 2.20,-18 2.70E-16 3.202- 18
513 3.90 -13 4. 502E- 1 5.20E- 1 5.80E-18 6.60E-18 7.402-18
519 6.002-18 9.0(,-13 1.00E-17 1.01E-17 1.10E-17 1.20E-17
_0 1.20-17 1.15iE-17 1.10-17 1.08E-17 05E 17 1.0C;- 17
521 '.0,-18 9.00E-18 8.20E-13 7.O 60.0E18 .  -18 6. 001- 18
522 5 001-18 4.50-18 4.00E-13 3.4 OE-16 2.70E-18 2.302-18
2J3 1.90E-ib 1.50E-18 1.20E-18 9.30E-19 7.00E-19 5.40E- 19
524 3.95E-19
525 18 20 20 id 23 20 22 22 22 22 24
26 24 -. 26 26 28 30 32 32 34 36 36
52) 40 3d 38 3d 40 36 34 34 32 30 32
52u 30 32 30 3i 34 30 32 32 32 32 34
5 9 38 34 314 3. 36 34 36 36 36 36 36
530 36 36 33 3P 38 40
31 1.00-1-9 j.001-20 5.00 )-20 3.00E-20 1. 39 -20 3.00E-22 1.352-
2 7.402-23 4.0-2 3.39-23 2.55i-23 2.10E-23 1.752-23 1.50-
S533 1. (0-23 1.17-2 3 1.05 -23 9.55E-24 8.00) -24 7.406-24 6.65E-
0. 20-24 5.5-24 5. 15 24 .60:-24 4 .15E-24 3.55E-24 2.20E-
d 2.70-24 2.30-2L 1 95 E-24 1.70E-24 1.45E-24 1.28E-24 1.122-
S. 0. 0 0. 0 . 0.0.
537 . 0 . O. 0, 0. 0. 0.
51
533 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . .
3 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
540 I00 .0100
S1 11 b 23. D5 1. D'
OF .. .
Part 1: Line numbers 1-125
In this part, the spacecraft position values are entered for use in
interpolation. There are five such values for longitude, latitude, and altitude
furnished by GSIFC several weeks after the occultation. The first of thcse
five values corresponds to the time (given at a 10-second interval) which is
less than but nearest to the starting time. The Greenwich hour angle of Aries
is then read in for five times spaced ten minutes apart and centered upon the
time less than but nearest to the starting time. Star position information is
also entered, followed by the starting time and the number of data points. The
position of the data point is computed from the above inputs, using subroutines
HEIGHT and SET and function CAL. Program comments for Part I give
additional details.
Notation
DEC = declination of star, in radians
RA = right ascension of star, in radians
NP, NPP = number of data points in scan
PHIS = latitude of subsatellite point in radians
ALT = altitude of spacecraft, in cm
ALAMS = longitude of subsatellite point, in radians
ALAMG = Greenwich hour angle of Aries, in radians
RSAT, RP = distance of subsatellite point from Earth,'s center, in cm
ROO, R = distance of data point from Earth's center, in cm
HO, ZP = height of data point, in cm
RO, RR = radius of Earth along a line to the data point, in cm
PHIO = latitude of data poins, in degrees
ALAMO = longitude of data point, in degrees
Tl, T2, T3, TX, X, S = temporal variables
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Part 2: Line numbers 126-180
In this part, the filter transmission values, the appropriate absorp-
tion cross section, and the star spectrum are entered for the pertinent wave
band at a 20 A interval. A normalization factor for the signal intensity is com"
puted and a table of normalized signal intensity v, tangential column density
(integrated number density) is formed. The latter values are already stored
in file CROSSDAT.
Notation
NTAB = number of tabular points o
FX = beginning wavelength of band, in A
FY = final wavelength of band, in A
102 = switch for gaseous species and absorption cross section
(l:ozone, 2:02, 3:02 with Hudson's cross section)
MPX = number of wavelength intervals in band
WLL = wavelength
FILT = normalized value of filter transmission
SG = absorption cross section, in cm2
FIO = spectral star intensity, in digital voltmeter
counts/time interval
SUN = normalizing factor, in counts/time interval
-2
TT, TN = tabular tangential column density, in cm
SUM = filtered signal intensity integrated over wavelength,
in counts/time interval
FNR, FNO = tabular, normalized signal intensity corresponding to TT
Part 3: Line numbers 181-233
In this part, a comment card is read which identifies the occultation
data. The data are then entered, the background noise (minimum signal) is
removed, and the data are normalized. Using (m+l) smoothing points, a loga-
rithmic interpolation is performed in subroutine PARAB to get the least squares
coefficients for the column densities corresponding to the "modified input data. "
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Notation
DA = star intensity observed during occultation,
in counts/time interval
DMIA = minimum value of DA
FOF = normalized, measured signal intensity
-2
TNO = column density along stellar ray path in cm
A, B, C = least squares coefficients for a parabolic fit
M = one less than the number of smoothing points taken
for a least squares fit
Part 3A: Line numbers 234-288 (for ozone only)
In this part, a correction to the ozone column density is made for
the removal of Herzberg and Rayleigh scattering. To accomplish this, a
functional inversion of F(r) is necessary, where
F(r) T()o() expL- q o2(k)No2 (r)- NM(r)-o3()No3 
(r)' d
F(r) 
0
FT(X)Io(X)dX
<0
F = normalized signal intensity
T = filter transmission
I = spectral stellar intensity
o .th
S = cross-sectional value of i species or of molecular
v2i
scattering (M),. in cm
N. = tangential column density of ith species
1 -2(NM = total for all species), in cm
The desired quantity is No3(r). To carry out this operation, 9 o2(x) is read
in for the ozone band being considered e. g., 1800-3000 A, with the Herzberg
continuum being included. ' n(x) is then computed for the same wavelength
region from Rayleigh's formula,
1028 -4 -4. 05 2  o() = 3. 981 x 10 (10 ) cm ( in A)
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Some representative values of 02 tangential column density are read in at a
5-km interval from 10 km to 310 km, and exponential interpolation is employed
to find this quantity at each data point height. It is then converted to 
total
tangential column density for all species and the final value 
of No3 is reached
through Newton's inerative method. In this method, an initial guess of NM is
made for the value of N(o) and function "FAT" produces a signal F 1 which is
o3
depleted by passage through an atmosphere with tangential column densities No3
N and NM and through the filter. The second guess N 
reduces N 0 by
2 03 
3,
one quarter, and if the resulting signal F 2 is close enough to F l 
we have the
N which is sought. Otherwise, a new N
j ) is computed by the formula
03 03
N = NJ 2 + (F -F1)(NC 1 - Nj 2)/(F - Fj-03 0 3  j- 0 3  03
where F is the sum of the "FAT" functional evaluation for the case 
where
N = 0 (actually a new normalizing factor) and the log of the signal corres-
03 j
ponding to NM. A second tolerance test is provided by I(N - N j-
1 )lN 1
Sand a limit is placed on the number of iterations. The data points 
are
taken from top to bottom and certain safeguards are included for computational
instability encountered at the lowest levels.
Notation
SGO2 = 02 cross section (do2), in cm 2
SGM = Rayleigh scattering cross section (V'M), in cm
ITEST = maximum number of iterations
ITT = iteration counter
EPSC = tolerance
MZZ = number of values in interpolation table for 02 column density
ZZO = base height of interpolation table, in cm
DZZ = vertical interval in table, in cm
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Notation (cont'd)
CCM = tabular 0 2 column density, in cm -2
CO 2  = interpolated 02 column density (NO2) , in cm-2
CM = total column density (NM)' in cm-2
SUN = new normalizing factor
FATO(F ), C(N j, C2(No 1), C3(No F( ), F2(F.)
03 03
= parameters in Newton's method
Part 4: Line numbers 289-383
Using subroutine PARAB, the coefficients are obtained for fitting a curve
of total tangential column density against tangent ray height, and the mathe-
matical inversion is performed to get number density. Please refer to the
-notes on the 0 2 error analysis for details on this procedure as well as the
computation of temperature.
A STOP statement (line 342) negates CALCOMP plotting. When STOP is
removed, the plotter produces number density graphs for two smoothing values.
When molecular oxygen is being investigated, it draws two additional graphs
for temperature.
Notation
Z = height, in cm
XN = tangential column density, in cm-2
DEN= number density, in cm-3
T = molecular temperature, in OK
Parts 5-7: Line numbers 384-499
Subroutine SET returns the coefficients after fitting a least squares
parabola through five equidistant points, whereas subroutine PARAB fits
any number of points which need not be equidistant. Additional information
is available in the program comments and in notes by Mr. A. Shah.
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Part 8: Line numbers 500-541
Sample data are listed for an ozone run. They 
are:
Line
500 Longitude of spacecraft at a 10-sec interval, 
beginning with the
value. nearest to, but less than, the starting time 
of the scan, in deg
501 Latitude of'spacecraft, ,ditto, in deg
502 Altitude of spacecraft, ditto, in km
503 Greenwich hour angle of Aries at 
a 10-min interval, centered around
the value which is nearest to, but less 
than, the starting time of the
scan, in deg
504 Declination of star in deg, min, sec
505 Right ascension of star in hr, min, sec
506 Starting time in hr, min, sec and number 
of data points
507 Beginning and ending wavelengths, 
in A, and species identifier
508-513 S2F5 filter
514-524 Ozone cross section, in cm2
525-530 Stellar spectral values of intensity 
over the same wavelength intervals
531-539 Molecular oxygen cross section 
over the same wavelength intervals
540-541 Control values for corrections 
in Part 3A
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Appendix III b.
This Appendix explains the procedure of finding a random number
from a Poisson distribution as an additive scattering term. The procedure
is made necessary by the fact that a Gaussian error distribution with a
variance equal to the signal intensity causes negative values to occur at
times when the scattered signal is superposed upon a basic signal as low as
5 counts/At.
The Poisson distribution gives the probability of the number of occur-
ences of an event within a given time interval, e. g., 1 sec, and it is quite
pertinent to the present case. A Poisson distribution, as described by the
expression
p(n) = exp [-t]t
n.
has the values shown in figure when t = 10, 1, and 0. 1. n must be an
integer, but t, the mean signal intensity, is a real number. Since we seek
a random number from a Poisson distribution to be added to the signal as
random noise, an inversion of the formula is desired. In lieu of this
difficult inversion, we can search for a random number, y, 0Oy<l, which
will permit an n to be generated such that p(n)<y<p(n+l). When the inequal-
ity succeeds, n is accepted as the simulated signal intensity.
The procedure is employed successfully when the signal is between 10 1
and 10 counts/At. At lower values of the basic signal, the computer search
for Poisson random variables becomes too time-consuming so the signal is
then left intact.
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Appendix IIIc.
This Appendix uses a simple flow chart and copies of error
analysis programs with notes to give the details of the numerical error
analysis for each of the species studied. Both single wavelength and
broad waveband cases are considered.
The first flow chart applies to molecular oxygen, which is
assumed to have a monotonically decreasing number density with increas-
ing height. Following this figure is a program, "THREE", which handles
the braodband filter case. Explanatory notes may be found at the end of
the program.
The second flow chart applies to ozone, which is assumed to
have a Gaussian-peaked feature superimposed upon a monotonically
decreasing number density with increasing height. Following this figure
is a program "OZNUM", which applies to the broadband filter. Explana-
tory notes for this program terminate the Appendix.
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7 C
7 80 H=1,
7) C , j .
79 F+HU+C IHf-1 )*Fll
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1(.1 C
I l? )I. i I J ., l / AX
4 FU)C IH )= ' CI 1)
W. TU(6:5C1) IHiTWH IH),FNC' IH),FOF( I0T)
.C7 6,? CO NIJE.
1( 9 80? C(N I U . )
11 T' IF(AM.NE.pD1)G" TO 803
111 C
1 C L ,UP FO ACC UI NG FPCR:S IN A02 MNSITY PESULTING FROMO
S C T.'NDU LY SCATTERED SIGNAL INTENSITY, FOR MANY CASES,
114 C WITH A SINGL DATA POINT SPACING
11-7 C
116 0 18 JIX=1,S1 6.,.,AT( Z, I , [) 5 6
I] 7 "3& 0 3 c;'J1 IIt
0 C
tiol I X 20 3+10 . (J I X1-1)
I " .  . .,E M*'U ) i X 2C1
1t'  j"=' -
SI F [(IU. t0.M,)GJ. TO 304
C, c LCO)P rFn' RAN;VI: L CRS IN SIGNAL INTENSITY AN) VARIOUS
IC I)AIA P1INT SPACINGS
130 C
131 DO 2))i JIY=JIY4AX
132 S04 07 310 = ,NPPNH
1 33 S = FSUi 1 H)
134 IF( SUM. LT. I 0 ) GO T. o
1 35 SD=f SOP T ( SUM)
136 ( AL. GAUSS (I X,SU,AM,V)
137 F -CF( 1-I) =(S!JM+V) /SUN
13T 503 IF(F F( IH). C .1.)F - F( I H)=1.- .0-5
1,i LIF(FOF(IIH).LT.FNOI ) )F[F( I )=FNO (1)+I.D-12
140 m!= 100
141 GU TO -09
1142 IF (S.TU .LT..1) FOF( IH)= FNO( IH)
1, 3 . IF(SUM.LT.. )N=0C
14, IF(SU .LT..1I)GO TO 809
-,. FiIFROINF A RANDOM NU.!MBER FROM A POISSON DISTRI.UTIM
1 '7 C tWN .1<SIGNAL INTENSITY<10.
I :i C
" A NX= SU  . +5.
!.. F=DE XP(-SUm)
151 P ( 2) = SUiM*F
15 2 fSUM=P(2)
1 53 CALL ,RANDU( JX ,JYYFL)
154 DO I N=2,NMAX
15 IF(N.EO.2)GO TO 10
15i U= SO*: ( N-1) 4 F
157 0= 1.
1 v I 1=N -2
150 00 3 J=l, I
160 3 0= (N-J) -.)
1 1 GSU"=CSUI>"+U/D
16 P (N) =G SUW
3 1I IF(P(N).GE.YFL.AND.P(N-1).LE.YFL)GO TO 12
S4F IF(MM.NE.. M)WRI'T E(6,91 )N P(N-1 ),P(N)Y FL
165 91 F(R MAT (15,3F12.5)
1 ) CONT IMNJ F
167 13 JX=JY
16 GO Tof 2
12 JX=JY
170 FO F( IlH)=( N-2)/SUN
'71 IF(FOF(1IHI.LT,1.D-10)FnF( jH1= .D-1 0
._.7 2 Cr9 IF ( . NE .MMM) 4RI T E (6,80 5 ) I, FOF( IH),FNO( IH), N,YFL
17" 305 FjORMAT ( I 5,2 D15. , 15,F 10.5)
174 310 CONTINUE
175 336 HD3 HDPi) - i! '2.
17u . r(Mr1 . EO . M )HDP= 2.05
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1T7, IF(JIY. EQ. 1) NPtH=181
17Q It(JI Z.EO .1)NPIi=181
1:0 UIF(MM.EQ.MMM)NPH=91
C COMPUTE 02 NUMBER DENSITY FPOM AN EXPONENTIAL MODEL
C AIMI)SPHFRC FOR LATER COMPARISCN WITH RETRIEVED VALUES
1I4 C
13 0t1 801 IHO=1,NPH
1 6 PR C=RE+HIO+( I HO-1) *HOP
"7 CALL ATMOD(RO)
I ' ~*0 NUM)D (I IIO) =XP (2 )
RHT.)( IHO)=RO
1 ZKM( II0O)=RHTO(IHO)-RE
1,'1 801 CONTINUE
02 C
I9J C INTERPOLATE IN THE TABLE TO FIND COLUMN DENSITY(TNf)) FROM
1) L. A SIGNAL INTENSITY(FOF) WHICH IS A SIMULATION OF THE
]Oh C MEASURED) SI(;NAL
1 h C
V1 7 I) 502 J= I,NP
I L Z(J) =DLOG(FNO(J ))
n,1C XN(J)=DLGcG(TWW(J))
2CC 502 CONTINUE
2 (1 M=8
2C2 IF(NN.EOQ.1)M=2
203 CALL PARAB(M)
20- ODO 630 L=I,NPP,NH
'5 Dn 612 I=1,NP
~4,6 IF(FOF(L).GE.FNO(I).ANJ).FOF(L).LT.FNO(I+1))GO TO 613
207 612 CONTINUF
2( 13 J=I
u20 X=LOCG(FCF(L))
21, TNU,(L) =A(J)*X*X+B3( J)*X+C (J)
211 T,10(L)=DEXP(TNO(L))
212 630 CONTINUE
213 C
214 C INVERT COLUMN DENSITY(TNO) TO GET 02 NUMBER DENSITY(DEN)
2115 C
216 IO 700 J=-,NPH
217 Z(J)=ZKM(J)
2 1 K=J* N1I- ( NH-1-)
210 700 XN(J)=TN0(K)
220 M=8
221 IF(NN.EO.1)M=2
22? CALL PARAB(M)
'3 NL=NPH-1
" ?z4t 0'). 4 J=1,NI
2 I)EN(J)=0.
226 Dn 5 I=J,NL
227 O=2.*A(I)
228 5. i)EN( i N (J) + *( USORT (R ITO( I+1) **2-RHT ( J )**2)-DSO 1(RHTO ( I )*
S2 IRHTO(J) **2 ) ) + ( ( I )-2 .*A( I ) *RE )*DLOG( ( RHTO( I +1 ) +DSQRT (RHTO(I+1)
7? : 2-R HTI(J)**2))/(RHTO( I)+DSQP.T(PHTO(I)*2-RHTO(J)**2) ) )
DEN(J)=-DEN(J)/PI*2.
S2 C
C CCMPUTE ERROR AND ACCPUE ERROR SUMS
234 C
235 DERR(J)=(DEN(J)-NUMD(J) )/0NUMD(J)
2?6 DERRSQ(J)=UERRSQ(J)+DERR(J)*DERR(J)
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4 C O~N'T I Ni!
I T (, i) JIZJIY JIX
)a I A, r /31 5)
S;, (' ..L(Q i;;,i rM)GO TO 18
7 WR I T ( , 24) NPH
S 24 FiR. AT (//26H NUMBEFR OF DATA POINTS =, I 3/)
, 2 5 F )RMA T (/2 OI NUMBER OF TARULAR POINTS =,13//)
, 2o W ITEF(6,23)
7 23 FORMAT (//15Xt 1IHZ ,14X ,lHT, 14X ,3HN02 , 12X ,4HCNO2, 14X, 4 HDERR//)
C
C COMPUTE TEMPERATURE FROM A FORM OF THE HYDROSTATIC LAW
'51 NI=N1-1.
252 DLI 6 J=l ,NI
25,3 f=0.
Z; L, DI 7 I=J,NI
2,5-  A =IEN ( I +1 ) / ( tT ( I+1 )** 2 )
25 Al.=DEN ( I)/(RHTO( 1 )**2)
257 A1= DAPS( AL)
z , A2=OAB S( A2)
25 T =T+(A2-Al)I/DLOG(A2/Al)*(ZKM(I+1)-ZKM(I))
2l C T= ( 3.80 38 E-4 ) *T/DEN( J)
IT T=T *RITT( I) * RHTO( I)
2c2 IF( MM.N E .MMA )WRITE(6,22)ZKM(J ),T,DEN(J) ,ONUM A(J) ,D)ERR(J)
2 3 22 FORMAT( 1OX,5D15.6)
264 6 C( NT INUE
\1 5 Ni= N4 H *2
I F ( M. F: EO. Mr1-) NH =2
IF(NN.E(.1i)Gcn TO 8
S. I F(V M.EQ.MMM)G(O .TO 18
")s 2 C ONTINJF
1(0 toIF(NN.FC.2.AND.MM.NE.MMM)GO TO 83
271 18 C.ON T.I N!)F
272 IF(M i.L- .Fi M )GO TO 79
273 9 CONiT I NUFI-
274 F(Mi.NE.MMM)GO TO 80
275 .79 wr ITE(6,82)
271) 82 F(R,'WAT (//8X,1HZ,10X,10HMEAN ERROR,7X,5HSIGM4A,10X,5HSUMSQ,
277 . 111X,3HSUM/)
27 8 C
27r' C COMPUTE STATISTICS FROM ACCRUED SUMS
2 "9 C
281 00 80 J=1,N1
2O ? DMEAN( J)=DERiR A(J) /(MM*1. )
, SI ,: A ( J)=DSRT( DERR SQ ( J ) /( MM i. ) -DM EAN(J) *DMEAN( J ) )
14 WP I TE (6 , 1 ) ZKM( J) , DMEAN (J ),S I GMA ( J ) , DERRSQ (J ), UERRA( J)
P 1 [IIRMAT (5D15. 6)
2:. 0 C N(iT I NUE
2- 7 83 CALL EXIT
2 F FN D
SUIJlPOUT INE PAPAB(M)
2'1 C PARAo FINDS THE SECOND ORDER LEAST SQUARES COEFFICIENTS
2 C A,i, AND C FOP INPUT VECTORS Z AND XN, USING M+1 SMOOTHING
r. POINTS
C
29v r IMPLICIT RFAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
2, COMMON FSUB(400) 66
CIWN Z( 4 00) ,XN( 4 00),A(40O) B(400) ,C(40),xP(4 FN( 400)
;, FUl I(te),T W(40W0),TNO (400), HO,XNORE NP
?c~ L=M/2
C, 00f 2 I=L,NP
S 1 ,,I Z=NP+ 1-L
3C, K=1
I ( I .GT.L.AND.I.LT.IZ)K=I-L
3C4 IF(I.GE.IZ)K=NP-M
3 t' 5 ZI,=0.
Y7 3B= 0.
. g ZcZ4 3=0 .
X NP, =0.
310 ZNBH=0.
311 Z2 N3=0.
312 K2=K+M
313 DC 3 J=K,K2
3 1/ Zl= Zh+7 (J) "
A15 72 i= 72B+7( J ) ' 2
31t, Z 3li= Zl3B+7 (J ) **"3
317 L,,I=Z + Z J) **4
31 /INtBN= ZN3+Z(J)*'XN(J
31P ' Z2N = 72N B+XN(J) *( Z(J )**2)
33 XNP = XNI+ XN ( J)
321 J=I
.22 MI =M323 
=
324 Y = { * Z 37 - Z 2 13B *ZH
* ( M * Z 3 B - Z B * Z 2 )-(M*Z4B-Z2B**2)*{MZ2B-ZB**2)
,;,. IF (r)A[S (Y).LT. I .D-40) A(J)=O.
g Lb IF(DAbiS(Y).LT.1.D-40) .O TO [
327 A ( J ) = ( ZNb-XN B ZB) ,(M *Z 3B-Z B*Z 2B )- ( *Z 2NB-XNBZ2B 
) ( M Z 2B- Z
32, 1)/((MC'Z"3B-Z28*ZB)*(M*Z3B-ZB*Z28)-(M*Z4B-Z28**2)*(M*ZB-ZB**2))
32 1 =A( J )
330 YY=M* Z2 t-L B**2
331 IF( nAfS(YY). LT.1. D-4Q) B(J)=O0.
33Z IF(I)A S(YY).LT,1.D- 4 0) GO TO 11
33 B(J)=((M*ZNB-ZB*X NB)-(M*Z3B-ZB*Z2 ) *D)/(M*Z2B-ZB*ZB)
335 C(J)=(XNB-D*Z2B-E*ZB)/M
336 M=I
337 2 C ON T I N UE
338 Rt:TIJRN
339 END'
340 SU3ROUTINE ATMOD(RW)
341 C
342 C ATIMO8 FINDS THE 02 NUMBER DENSITY AT ALTITUDE ZW
43 C
" 4 IMPLICIT RE ALi8 (A-H O-Z)
A COlr4Ml'WN F St (400)
346 CrlAMfjl4 Z(400) ,XN(400), A(4C00) ,B(400) ,C(40C)T XP(4),FNO(400),
347 1FOF (4 UIF 0) ,TWW(400) ,TNO(400),HOXNO,RE,NP
348 PE=6371.D5
349 W -=PP-RE
350 * XP( 2 )=8.72013*DEXP(-(ZW-80.D5)/10.0
5 )
34 1 RETURN
_______. 
ENI)
53 2. F-19 5.00E-19 1 .50E-18 2 .30E-18 8.00E-18 1. 30E-17
354 1.40E-17 1.41F-17 1.42E-17 1.30E-17 1.26E-17 I.lUE-17
3I5 .O00E-1 7  8.20E-18 7.00E-18 6.00E-18 4.50E-18 3.50E-18
356 2.50E-18 1.80E-18 1.20F-18 8.00E-19 5.50E-19 3.50E-19
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S.0 - I 1 .,OL- 1 .00t- 19 8.001-- 20 5..001-20 3. OOE- O
,. 31 -'-20 7. 0OF-21 I
.: 0 ,4 .0o0 .120 .160 .?30 .320 .44C .600 .700 .920 981 0
T' * 01 .00)0 .~90 .9 (10 .970 .960 .P80 .710 .c640 .5)00 .4UO
31 .3,20 .260 .200 .170 .110 .080 .060 .040 .030 .020
NO CF IL. C-
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Part I: Line numbers 1-62
In this part, the initial parameter values are set and the
input data arq read.
Notation
SH = O2 scale height for an isothermal atmosphere, in cm
VM . visual magnitude of star
WLO = reference wavelength for stellar spectrum, in cm
TF = Effective blackbody stellar temperature, in OK
FOO. = adjusting factor for obtaining a desired fictitious count
rate at the top of the scan
RE = average radius of the earth, in cm
HO, HP = base height of the 0 2 profile, in cm
XNO 0 2 number density at the base height, in molecules/cm 3
NP = number of points in a formulated table of normalized signal
v. column density. Note: column density = mass of species
2in a 1 cm channel centered on the stellar ray, also called
the total integrated number density.
NPP, NPH = number of data points in the profile
HDP = halfstepsize for computing 02 densities in an exponential
atmosphere, in cm
NN = switch for introducing random error into the signal intensity
NH stepsize for computing 02 number densities, in number of tabular
data points
JIYMAX = limiting value of the number of data point spacings used, with
random error in signal
JIZMAX = limiting value of the number of data point spacings used,
without random error in signal
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JIX, JIY, JIZ =counters
MM, MMM = switch for selecting one of three paths (see program
comments)
SG = 02 absorption cross sectional values in cm ;
the values are listed at the end of the program
WL = wavelength in cm
FILT = normalized values of S4F1 filtei transmission; the values
are listed after the SG values at the end of'the program
FIO. = stellar spectral intensity, in digital voltmeter counts/ sec
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Part II: Line numbers 63-96
In this part, a normalization factor for the signal intensity is
computed and a table of normalized signal intensity v. column density (see
NP under Notation, Part I) is formed. In making the table, arbitrary
values of 0 2 number density are selected which cover the expected range of
values of the species profile. Then the expression for the column density,
, "i r r (/- '"r is integrated numerically by an expansion
of the modified Bessel function of the first kind, assuming an isothermal
atmosphere: 
-
1-4-
no = number density
r = distance to the earth's center
H = scale height
K 1 = modified Bessel function of the first kind
Superscript * refers to the reference height, which is 80 Km in this case.
Then the signal intensity corresponding to N is computed from the expression,
T - () () C<
T = filter transmission
,\ = wavelength
i = species cross section
Io = integrated stellar spectral intensity without atmospheric
attenuation
Complete notes on the derivation of the formula for Neare included on the pages
preceeding Part III. There are some minor differences in notation.
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Notation
SUN = integration factor, or the integrated stellar spectral intensity,
in counts/sec
HD = stepsize for altitude of the ray's tangent point used in the
calculation of the column densities, in cm
IHO = counter and altitude setter; in lines 81-89 it is used to 
arbi-
traririly reduce the column density to near zero at the upper
end of the scan
SUM = filtered signal intensity integrated over wavelength, in
counts/sec
RO = distance from the center of the earth to the ray's tangent
point, in cm
ZQ = altitude of the ray's tangent point, in cm
-2
TT, TWW = column density for the table, computed 
at altitude ZQ, in cm
FNO = integrated, normalized signal intensity corresponding 
to TT
FSUB = storage vector for the integrated, unnormalized signal
intensity corresponding to TT, in counts/sec
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Part III: Line numbers 97-174
In this part, the simulated signal intensity is obtained. If no
random error is to be admitted, lines 98-108 select certain tabular values
of the integrated, normalized signal intensity as the simulated signal intensity.
If random error is to be introduced, there are two possibilities: (1) scatter
the signal values with a set of random numbers from a Gaussian distribution
with its mean = 0 and its variance = the signal intensity; (2) find positive
integral values of the signal from a Poisson distribution having its parameter
signal intensity.
A Poisson distribution is characterized by the probability function,
P(n) = 0, n not an integer
I n e-I
P(n) - e' , n = 0, 1, 2,
I = mean signal intensity, the Poisson parameter in this case
To find an n which belongs to a Poisson distribution, the pro-
cedure employed (lines 123, 125, and 145-171) is this:
1. Seek a random number (YFL) between 0 and 1 which permits a random
variable, n, to be found such that P(n) < YFL < P(n+l).
a. The search begins with n = 0 and proceeds with increasing integral
values. This permits the probabilities to be cumulated, i. e.,
3 -I
P(3) =3 e2 + P(2) + P(1).
b. An upper limit on n of I + 5 is imposed for computing economy.
c. If n = 0 is the outcome, substitute a small positive value for 0 (n= 110)
to allow subsequent.computation to continue.
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2. Assign n as the value of the signal
In practice, the Poisson random variables were sought when
0. 1 -: I < 10. At the lower limit, P(n . 1) = 0. 12, and the search procedure
is quite time-consuming at lesser values of I. Below 0. 1, the tabular
number is accepted as the simulated signal, but a different smoothing pro-
cedure in the interpolation subroutine produces a number density unlike
that for the no-scatter case. At the upper limit and beyond, the Gaussian
distribution yields a real number which is added to the signal in a rapid
computer operation.
Notation
JIZ = loop counter for no-scattering case
FOF = simulated (measured) signal intensity, in counts/sec
JIX = loop counter for any quantity of scattering cases with a single
data-point spacing
IX = GAUSS subroutine argument; it must be changed manually
at the start of a run if new random numbers are desired;
it is an odd, positive integer
JX = RANDU subroutine argument; it must be changed manually
before each entry to avoid repetition
AM = GAUSS subroutine argument: the mean of the distribution
P = probability of a Poisson random variable. equalling the integral
value of the subscript minus 1
JIY = loop counter for one scattering case with variable data-
point spacing
SD = GAUSS subroutine argument: the standard deviation of the
distribution
* n-2 in the program corresponds to the n discussed here.
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V = GAUSS subroutine argument: the value returned
N = indicator of the program path taken and the Poisson integer
NMAX = upper limit on the Poisson integer
U = numerator in the Poisson formula
D = denominator in the Poisson formula
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Part IV: Line numbers 1.75-238
In this part, 02 number densities from an exponential
atmosphere pinned at 80 Km are computed (lines 175-191) for later
comparison with retrieved number densities. The former values are
furnished by subroutine ATMOD.
In order to carry out a mathematical inversion leading to
retrieved number density, the column density must first be obtained.
This is achieved through a logarithmic interpolation scheme as follows:
1. The table (Part III) is converted to the natural logarithms of signal
intensity (FNO) and column density (TNO).
2. Using subroutine PARAB, a least squares parabola is fitted to M + 1
values of ln(FNO). This is done at each tabular value of ln(FNO) to
obtain the coefficients (A, B, C).
3. The simulated signal (FOF) is located between tabular values of FNO,
its logarithm is found, and the column density (N) is computed by
N i = exp A In I)2 + B In = Ci
Tests with various numbers of smoothing points indicate that
3(M = 2) is the optimum number for unscattered signal intensities and
9 (M = 8) is optimum for randomly scattered data.
The mathematical inversion is represented by
-r -J, "-
and the error analysis may be expected to invert N(ro) according to an
expression such as
_ 
A'
However, as may be seen in the ensuing notes, the random noise being
superposed is
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and smoothing of AN is necessary, i. e., N = A(r-r )2 + B(r-r ) + C.
The resulting formula is
The coefficients A and B i are again supplied by subroutine
PARAB, the arguments of the table becoming altitude (ZKM) and column
density (TNO).
The error, (n - no) I no is finally computed at each altitude
level and its sums and squares of sums are accrued for multiple.cases
(lines 232-238).
Notation
ONUMD, XP(2) = 02 number density from the exponential model atmosphere,
-3in cm
RHTO, RO = distance of the ray tangent point from the earth's center, in cm
ZKM = altitude of the ray tangent point, in cm
Z = abscissa of the table
XN = ordinate of the table
M = one less than the number of smoothing points taken for a
least squares fit in subroutine PARAB
X = entry value for a logarithmic interpolation
-3
DEN = retrieved number density, in cm-3
DERR = error in number density
DERRSQ = sum of squares of DERRs
DERRA = sum of DERRs
A, B, C, = least squares coefficients for a parabolic fit
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Part V: Line numbers 239-288
In this part, the molecular temperature (T) is computed from
the expression
which is derived from the hydrostatic approximation (see the following notes).
If multiple. cases are being handled, the mean and standard
deviation are then computed for the errors at each altitude level.
Notation
T = molecular temperature, in oK
MM, MMM = number of cases for error statistics
DMEAN " mean error in number density
SIGMA = one standard deviation of number density error
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Part VI: Line numbers 353-361
In this part, the 02 scattering cross sectional values are listed
o
at an interval of 20 A (lines 353-358).
The S4F1 filter transmission values, adjusted to a maximum
value of 1. 0, are also listed at the same wavelength interval (lines 359-361).
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L'T.' CZNUM
1 C OZCNE NUMEiICAl LhECE AhAYSIS
Ij p LI.C l [EAL*8 (A-II,C-Z)
4 LI N lChS N SG; (100) ,WL (10C) , IC (100) ,F I'I (100) ,CNUND(400) ,BHTO(40(
1LEN (400) ,DLih (400) , Z FMt 4CC) ,NUX (400) ,P (16) ,LER A (400),
5.1 2LEHE£ i- (400) ,LrEAN (400) ,S]G.A(400)
6 CCMCN Z (400.) ,XN(400) ,A(4CC) ,B (400) ,C (400) ,XP4),FNO (400),
i IEOF (400) ,WW (400C) ,NC 1400) ,HC,XNO,BE, NE
7.1 LATA CEFrA,DERIlSQ/60CC*0./
E .11=4.34L5
9 XNCC=8.LE
1C 2o0O=83.D5
11 EEO0=S.CE
13 WLO=5000. -8
14 1f=19000.
15 kCO=.9E I16
16 11=3.141592653589793
1 " E=Zl31. -
11 HC=30.DS
20 I E=iC
;1 >hO=5.D10
L22 EF=171
SPP=141
24 hlH=NF
" HLP=5 .D4
26 1N=2
2' 41=1
J 27.1 JIY=o
2 .2 JIZ=O
28 C
29 C UliEN tr=F tM, TIIE PFCGrAM CCEPUTES MEAN ANE STANDARD DEVIATION
30 C CF PECENAGE ERROi AT E~C SPACING FOR MM CASES. WHEN
31 C kM .NE. CtU, THE FBOGRAV CCMEUTES PERCENTAGE ERROR AND TEMP.
2 C AT VARICUS SPACINGS WITH BANDCM EIROR(NN=2) C6 WITHOUT
R- C ANDCL EFFOB (b=1).
34 C
35 .=
3t .VM=1
31 .Ik (M?,.LC . .iMM) WEITL (6,20) ?t
38 20 ObMAI (//211 STATISTICS EGO MM=,I3/)
4C C
41 C INPUT G3 CLOSS SEC2lIGN (SG), AVELENGTH INTERVAL(WL), FILTER
42 C IRANSVISSION (FILT)
43 C
44 EAD (5,6CC) (SG (I),I=1,61)
45 600 FCRMAI (6EL 0.2)
4f DC 300 1=1,61
47 300 L (I)=18CC.+(1-1) *2C.
4t C S 1 rF,
49 C IlLTER SA4 TaiANSISSION
,5C C
51 E~AD(, , 6 0 1) (FILT(I),I=1,1)
52 601 FCiMA2 (11F5.3)
52 C
54 C CCMPUTE EIACKECDY STAE SEfCTBUN AND ADJUST TO GET DESIRED
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55 C AXIMUM COUNT SATE
St C
57 EC 301 1=1,61
,5E F1O(I)= X (-(.921* V + 19.3875))*(WLO**5)/((WL (I)*1.D-8)**5)* (DE X
**,5S 11. 438/ (WLG*TF))-1.)/(EE)P (1.438/(WL(I)* I.D-8*F) ) -1.)*( 1.D-7)
EC fHO(I)=FIC(I)*FOO
61 301 CCNTIUE
u1.1 C
(1.2 C CCMPUIE NCBMALIZATIC FAC1CE
bl.3 C
SECN=C.
63 LC 302 J=,61
64 302 UN=SUN+ I (FILT (J)*FIC(J) +1IT (J-1)*FIO(J-1))/;. (WL(J)-WL (J-1).))
b5 WBITE( ,303)SLN
bE 303 FCu'Al (/LL15. /)
6-1 Et=17C.L5/ (NP-1)
68 C
IS C FCd A IAELE Cf CCLUMN DEbSITY (TT) VERSUS SIGhNAL INTENSITY
70 C (SUMl) EASED UEON AN INTEGRA'ICN OF THE FOQFUIA FOR TT WHICH
71 C ASSU6ES SidEHIICAL STEATIfICATICN AND AN ISOTBERMAL ATMOSPHERE
72 C
73 1DC 800 IHC=1,NE
74 SUM=O.
i% EC=RE+HC+ (LHC-1)*Hi
r 76 Zl=EC-RE
77 'T=XNC*DEXP (- (ZQ-50.L5)/SE)*DSQRT (1. 57079*SH*EO)
78 1* (1. +3.*SH/(8.*RO)-15./32.* (SB/RO)**2+315./216.*(SH/RG)**3)
75 C1=2./(SCO*SCG)
80 VA=ZC-ZkCC
61 FV=VA*1.4142/SHCO
82 ] (LAES (VE) .G1. 12.E) !IG=C.
86 IF(CAESI E).G . 12.8)CC TC 14
84 CYL1=PC1 (-.5,VB)
SE CYL2=CCF (-1.5,VE)
86 ITG=(XNCC *DEXP(-(VA/SHOO)**2)/DSQRT(2.*RC))* (.88622 69 /(C1
E7 1**.75)*DEEP (VA*VA/(2.*SHCC*SiGCO))*CYL2+EO/(C1**.25)*1.7 7 2 4 53 8*
88 2EEXP(VA*VA/(2.*SHOO*SHOO))*CYL1)
89 14 TNOX (IHC)=7+TGG
sC I1F (IHC.GI . 1 62)TT=10. ** (( E-1 HC)/5.)
91 1 (I -. E. 171)IT=1.L- 10
92 1 W (IHC)=IT
93 LC .10CC J=2,6.1
94 1000 UM=SUM+ ( (FILl (J) *FIG (J) *LEX (-SG (J) *TWW (IHO)) +FILT(J- 1)*
95 1 IO (J-1) *I XP (-SG (J- 1)*IWU (IBC))) /2.) *(%L (J) -u (J-1))
S6 IE C(IIIC)=SULI/SUN
S7 WRITE.16,504) 1HC,ThW (IiO) ,fO(IBHO),TTG
98 504 foIAT (12,I - , 4D 15.6)
9 800 CCNTIbUE
ICO0 (NN.E(.2)GO '10 SCO
10.1 C
102 C IOOP: FO EO FAbDOM EE1OES 1b SIGNAL INTENSITY AND VARIOUS
103 C IATA ICINI SPACINGS
10[ C
105 JIZMAX=5
1C6 DC 8 J12=1,JI2EAX
,07 900 DO. 8C1 IHO=1,NPP,Nb
i c SEGM=0.
10.5. EC 1001 J=2,61
110 1001 SUm=SUM+ I(FIll (J) *FIC(J) *LEXI (-SG(J)*TNOX(IC))+FILT(J- 1)*
1.1 1 1ll0(J- 1) *DEXP (-SG (J- 1)*7NC (IHO) ) )/2.) * (W () -WL(J-1))
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11 ICF(110i )= UM/SUN
11. WRITE 1o,5C1) I C ,TNGX (IC ) , C E (110)
114 501 EICM, iAT ( 15 ,E C 15.6)
11 6E01 .CCNII UE
1I ]k(NN.E(.1)GO 'O EC6
l17 IF(dtbE. MM)GC TC b03
118 C
115 C ICOLP YCi ACCbUING ERGHS Ib C3 DENSITY RESULING FROM
120 C IANDCMLY SCATTIEED SIGNAL INTENSITY, FCh MANY CASES,
1 1 C WITH A SINGLE LATA PCINT SIACING
122 C
2 CC 18 JI)=1,F.
124 803 CONTINUE
1 C
126 C StT UE FCB GAUSS SSP AND BANDU SSP
125 C
128 IX=2C3+1 CC(JIX-1)
12 11F ( .NE. MM)IX=201
130 UX=iX
1; AE=O.
134 1 (1)=0.
135 IF(Mr.EC.FMl)GC TC 804
135.1 C
13- C LCOP FOB RANDC? EEbObS Ib SIGNAL INTENSITY AND VARIOUS
137 C LATA ECINI SPACINGS
13 C
139 JIYMAX=1
14-0 DC 28 JIL=1,JDMAX
141 804 DO 810 1E=1,NPP,NH
4 SEUM=FCF (1H)*SUb
'"43 1 (SUM.L'.10.) GO 10 S
144 !D=DEQR (SUM)
145 CALL CAUSS(IX,SC,AM,V)
14E FCF (Ill) = (IUM+ )/SUN
147 503 1k (FCJ(Ii) .GE.1.) FOk (IH) =1.-1.D-5
146 IF (FCF (IH).LT.FNO(1) )FOF (If)= NO()+1.D-12
149 L=10C
15C GC IC 8CS
151 9 iF ( UM. 1.. 1) FCF (lH) =FNO (I1)
152 IF (SL . 12..1) =0
153 3](SUM.L7 .. 1)GO TO 8C9
154 C
155 C LETEEEINE A RANDOM NUMBER FRCM A POISSGN DISTIIBUTION
lf C I11EN .1<SIGNAL INTENSITY<10.
157 C
15% b6AX=SUr+5.
159 . DEX (-E U )
.6C E 2)=U .*F
161 2 GSUM= ()
16 CALL ,ARDU(J,JY,YEL)
163 EC 1 N=,NiAX
1C4 Ie (N.EC.2)GC 'C 10
165 U=SUM**(N-1) *f
1%E D=1.
167 II=N-2
c DC 3 J=1,II
"t9 3 E= (N-J) L
17C GSUei=GSLE+U/D
171 I (N)=GSUF
172 10 IF(P(I).GE.YFI.AND.(-1).I .YPL)GO TO 12
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172 1 tCNTINIUE
114 13 0X=JY
17E CC TC 2
176 12 JX=JY
77 2CF(IE)= (fN-2)/UN1
7 t F (FCIF (IH)). L. 1i.D-O ) f (IE ) N=1.D-10
179 809 If (MM. NE.ii MM) RITE (6,805) IH,OF (IH) ,FNO (IH) ,NYFL
18C 8C5 IEA'I(I5,2D15.6 ,I5 ,E 10. 5)
181 810 C CNTINUIE
1 EC06 liI: E=itL E * 2.
183 Il (LM. Q.VM6M) ELP=. 5 G
'E4 NEII= (bEll-1)/2+1
185 -1 (J1Y.EC.1)NPH=1 41
186 IF (JI2. E .I) NEH=141
16C.1 (M.E .MkIN) N FH=2 6 1
1t7 C
188 C COMPUTE C2 NUMEE DENSITY IRCM AN EXPCNENTIAI ECDEL
16E.1 C A'irMOSEHhiE bIIHl A SUEHRPCSkL GAUSSIAN CURVE ICR LATER
189 C CCMAlISCh WITH RETRIEVED VALUES
19C C
191 LC 8C7 IHC=1,NPH
1'2 BC=RiE+iiC4 I1tC-1) *HLE
19.3 CALL ATMCE (hO)
194 C U D (rHC)=XP(2)
1S fi H CIIHC)=10
196 ZKM (I iC)=Ii liO (IHO)-RE
1- 807 CCNTIUE
198 C
199 C INTEBECAIE. IN THE TABLE IC FIND COLUMN DENSIY (TNO) FRO
,00 C A SIGNAL INTENSITY(FOI') EUEICH IS A SIMULATION CF THE
20C1 C EEASUREE SIG1AI
202 C
202 LC 502 J=1,NE
20 Z (J) =ELCG (FNO (J))
2C5 X (J)=DICG(TWh(J))
ICE 502 CCNIbUE
2C7 F=8
2CE l F(NN.E .1)M=2
209 CALL EAi~AP(M)
2 10 DC 630 1=1.,NJF,NH
211 1 (FE () .L I. ENO (1) ) OF (L) =FNC (1) +1.D-12
212 DC 612 I=1,NE
213 If (FOU (L).GE.FNO(I) .AND.C (L) .LT.FNO(I+1)) GC TO 613
214 612 CCNTIbUE
215 613 J=I
Y16 =DiCG ( i C -(.L))
217 TNO (L) =A(J) X*X+B (J) *X+C (J)
.116 I (1)=DE(XP (TNC (L))
219 630 CCNTINUE
22C C
221 C ]NVEBI CCLUMN LENSITY(TNC) IC GET 02 NUMBER DENSITY(DEN)
122 C
223 LC 7C00 J=1,NPH
224 2 (J)=ZK. IJ)
225 =J* H- (Nt- 1)
26 700 XN(J)=7EC(K)
27 ?=8
22E IF (N.EC. 1) M=2
229 CALL iAFAB(M)
23C I1=NFH-1
84
2-1 CC 4 J=I,N1
i1; D N (J)=C.
233 LC 5 1=J, N1
234 ,=2.*A(I)
135 'I=C AES (h 1TO (1) **2-ii iTO (J) *2)
"J 5 DEN (J) =I; E, ( J) + *D*(L S G' r ( FVC(I. +1)**2-RIITO (0)**2) - DSQRT(DT)237 1 (1 ( I)-2.A () ) D ( (1)E)*DIOG((RETC (I+1) +L)SQRT(RHTO (I+1) **2238 2 - ai I (J) *42) ) / (iHTCG (1) +DS E2 (DT)))
i39 DEN(J)=-DEN (J)/?1* 2.
240 C
241 c CClHPtE EFROB IND ACCbUk E~LEC SUMS
!42 C
24- DERiR (J)= Ic EN (J) -ONUiL (J))/CbUID(J)
243.1 L EIi RS( (J) =DERuisQ(J)+ EEhR (J) *DERR (J)
244 DlERLA (J) =LE bA(J)+LEl (J)
245 4 Cr TINUE
24c kIhITE (6,65) JI2,JIY,JIX
247 85 iC r M A' (/S )
24E IF(M .EL.ViE)GC TC 18
249 b.lrTt (f,24)NPE
25C 24 FORMAI (//26I NUMEE OF LATA POINTS =,13/)251 w I'Tr E (t, E) NP
2 25 FChIA2 (/291 EhUMER OF AEULAR POINTS =,13//)if-3 E ITE (6,23)
254 23 CHAT i Fii (// 18X , 1Z, 3X , 31iN C 3i X , 411CNO 3 ,12X, 4111DE R R//)
2-5~- l=N1-1
25 I[C 6 J=1,N1
257 1- (NIN. NE.riPiM)h UFITE(6,22) Z K (J) ,DEN(J) ,CNUD(J) ,DE RR(J)
S 22 FCRNAI (10X,4D15.6)
59 6 CCNTINUk
tC 29 Nci = Nil *2
261 IF( . E. NMM) E=1
2tL IF(E5.E.1)GC TO 8
213 N(i.E . lMNM) GC TO 18
t 4 26 CCN r UE
265 IF(NN.E.E.ANC.M .NE.IMM) GC 20 83
tt 18 CCNIINUE
267 1 (.j .E . M M)GC TO 79
2o8 8 CCNTIN JE
2L IF ( i.N E. E ,)GC TC 80
270 79 W RI1IE(, 82)
271 82 FU(j A (// 8X,1HZ,10X,10H AI EriOR,7X,5HSIGMA,10X,HSUMSQ,272 111X, iESUF/)
-7- C
274 C CCMPUTE E£A7ISIICS FROM ACCRUED SUMS27- C
276 LC 8C J=1,N1
) DMEAN (J)=EER A IJ)/ (1 ,* )
27t SIGLA(J)=ESQHT (DERSQ (J)/ (.* 1 .)-DMEA N(J)*DMEA N(0))27S W I £E (6,8k 1) ZKV (J) ,DEEAN (J) ,-IGMA (J) ,DEEBSQ (3) ,DERRA (J)28C 81 fEOR AT1I11 5.6)
261 80 CCNI1NUE
628 83 CALL £J)I
28 3 END
264 31B9ECLRC IC E PAEAB(E)
E C
*2K C PARA3B 'LDS THE SECUGh C Ef IEAST SQUARES COfFFICIENTS287 C A,B, ANL C EOB INEUT VECTCIS Z AND XN, USING M+1 SMOOTHING26E C 8CIN'S2ES c 85
LO IMPLIC IT IL;AL*E (A-I1,0-L)
I ' c CCeI'N 2 (400) ,XN(400) ,A (4CC) , (400) ,C (400) ,XP (4) ,FNO (400) ,
2 1 C F(4C0) ,'W (4CO) ,T'NC (400) ,EC,XNO,RE,NP
29 3 L=M/2
795 IZ=Ni+1-L2 LC= 1.
291 I1;(1.G1.L.AND.I.L.12) K=I - I
2 I' (I.GE.12) K= -M
299 ZI:=0.
3CC 22B=0.
101 Z 38=0.
3C 24B=0.
303 XNB=0.
30L' 2iB=O.
305 Z2NB=C.
3CB 2=K+F.
307 LC 3 J=K,K2
3CE 2E=ZB+ZI )
309 z2E=Z2E4Z (J)**2
31C 238=23E+2(J) **3
311 Z4B=Z4E+2 (J)4*4
312 Z IB=ZNB+Z (J) *XN(J)
31- 2 2NB=Z2 tB+N J) * (Z (J)**2)
314 3 Xl E=XNE N (J)
2 15 =I
316 z 1=M1
31'P L=+1
318 . Y=(M*Z 3 I - Z 2 8E * Z E) * (?*Z3B-ZE*Z2B)-(*Z4E-22B**2)*( M*Z2B-ZB**2)
1 IF(LAES(Y).LI.1.D-40) A(J)=0.
0 11 (LAES (Y).L7.1.D-40)GO IC 1
321 A (J)= (( Z N B-XNB*ZB) *(M*2 E - *Z2B)- (M*Z2NB-XE*Z213) * (*Z2B-ZB*
32 1)/ ((*Z3E-Z21*2B) * (M*Z3-21*Z )(M*ZB) ( 4E-Z2E**;) (M*Z2B-ZB**2))
323 1 L=A(J)
;24 IY=M*22E-2B**2
325 1 (,AES(YY).L . 1.D-4C) B (J)=0.
32c IF (DAES( Y).LI.1.D-40) GC TC 11'
327 E (J)=( (M*ZN-ZE*XNE) - (NK*Z3E-ZE*Z2B) *D)/ (M22B-ZB*ZB)
32E 11 EB (J)
329 (J) = (XN-D*Z2E-E*Z8)/M
330 V=M1
331 2 CCNTINUE
332 F1TUFN
END
334 SUBBCUTINE ATMOCD(R)
335 C
336 C ATIOL FINDS THE 03 NUMBEB 'DENSITY AT ALTITUDE ZW FOB AN
137 C ISOTHEREAL A'ICSPEERE WITH A SUPERPOSED GAUSSIAN CURVE
338 C
c I.PLICII 1e'A4*8 (A-H,C-Z)
340 CCMMCN Z 1400) ,XN (400) ,A (4CC) ,B (400) ,C (400),XP (4) ,FNO(400) ,
341 1FCF (400),IW W(400) ,TINC(400) ,BC,XNO,RE,f N '
2Li E=6 371. L5
343 ZW=RW-BE
344 XP (2)=5.D10*DEP(- (2W-50. CS) /4.34D5) +8. 8* EX(-(ZW-83.D5)
"RETUBN
347 IND
34E ElSUBRCLIE GA.EA (X,GXI E)
349 1?IPLICII EEAL*E(A-H,O-Z)
86
3 50 IF (AxX-57. 6,6 4
35 1 4 Ihli=2
,c 11E117ru F N
S-4 6 X =XX
360 15 XzX-1.0
362 CL TO 1C
36L4 6 0 lk(-lJA) 62,E2,8O
c.62 Y=ILCA'1 1101 NT (X) ) -X
36 C I k (EAES (Y) -ERR) 1-0, 130,(4
3 0u4 I ( 1 Y--E ER) 130,130,70
)08 7 0 11.(X -1. a 0, c , 110
. S 6c G X=GV /
370 X =X + 1
-71 GC TC 7C
372 110 y =x-1 .
G;Y=1.0+'i*(-0.5771017+Y*tO.9858540+Y*(-0.8764218+Y*(0.8328212+
J374 1Y-*(-0.5E&LI729+Y*(C.2E482C5.Y*(-0.05149930)))))))
3 7 GX =G X*G I
37o 120 BI~T u Fh
I 1 1130 I E it= 1
376 BfTUBN
18 _c kUNCTlCN FCFN (V,X)
361 I1MDLICII EA148 (A-fi,C-Z)
362 S ,RTP1= 1.1724r'65C9C5El
.36---£CiR12=1.4142 11356237309
384 FAC1=2. 4* (-. 5*V-.5) *SQRTPI4DElP(-.25*X*X)
3E5 CALL MA(5+1,A111)
386 CALL CAMFA(.5*V+.5,GAM2,JIBB)
3 67 FAC2=CFEC (. 5*V+.5,.5,.5*X*)GAfl-SQ1ii2*X*CFiG (.5*V+
38c, ECFN=1FAC1*)zAC2
391 N D
392 f UNCIOC CFHIG(.C , X)
3 93 1MPiLICII FEAL*E (A-H,O-z)
394 ~M1
39S S=S+1*
4CC jj: (SUF,.k.C.0.)GC TC 1
401 ]k(UAIES( IkM/SUM) GE..OCCCl) GO TO I
40 CFfIG=SUiv
403 BTU~LN
'fFILE
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$LIST TAMP
1 7.8CD-19 7.ECD-19 7.00E-19 6.5CD-19 5.80E-19 5.20D-19
2 4.7CE-19 4. 0OD-19 3.80D)-19 3.4CD-19 3.20D-19 3.20D-19
3 3.30D-19 3.6CD-19 4.30E-19 5.20D-19 6.60D-19 8.80D-19
4 1.10E-18 1.4 CD-e .18 E0-'18 2.2CD-18 2.70D-18 3.20D-18
. 3.9CD-18 4.5CO-18 5.20E-18 5.80D-18 6.60C-18 7.40D-18
6 8.00-1d 9.000D-18 1.OOD-17 1.01D-17 1.10D-17 1.20D-17
7 1.20D-17 1.1.5D-17 1.10£-17 1.08D-17 1.05D-17 1.000D-17
8 9.80L-18 9.00D-le 8.20E-18 7.60D-18 6.8CD-18 6.000-18
S 5.OCD-18 4.5CD-18 4.00r-18 3.40D-18 2.70D-18 2.30D-18
10 1.90L-18 1.5CD-18 1.20D-18 4.CCD-19 7.GOD-19 5.40D-19
11 3.20L-18
1, .020 .021 .02; .024 .026 .C30 .C35 .04C .048 .C55 .060
1- .070 .C080 .C9C ,.100 .130 .160 .200 .260 .360 .1420 .520
14 .b20 .740 .84C .940 .9SC1.0C( .EC .940 .880 .840 .800
15 .78C .740 .68C .640 .600 .500 .400 .360 .300 .240 .200
16. .170 .140 .120 .100 .. 08C .C60 .C5C .042 .040 .037 .035
17 .033 .C30 .0C28 .025 .023 .020
END CE FILE
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Part I: Line numbers 1-61
In this part, the initial parameter values are set and the input
data are read.
Notation
SH = 03 scale height for an isothermal atmosphere, in cm
XNOO3 = 03 number density at Gaussian peak, in molecules/cm 3
ZWOO = altitude of Gaussian peak, in cm
SH-OO = half-depth of Gaussian layer, in cm
VM = visual magnitude of star
WLO = reference wavelength for stellar spectrum, in cm
TF = effective blackbody stellar temperature, in OK
FOO = adjusting factor for obtaining a desired fictitious count
rate at the top of the scan
RE = mean radius of the earth, in cm
HO, HP = base height of the 03 profile, in cm
XNO = 03 number density at the base height in molecules/cm 3
NP = number of points in a formulated table of normalized signal
intensity v. column density. Note: column density = mass of
species in a 1 cm2 channel centered on the stellar ray, also
called the total, or integrated, number density
NPP, NPH = number of data points in the profile
HDP = halfstepsize for computing 03 densities in an exponential
atmosphere, in cm
NN = switch for introducing random error into the signal intensity
NH = stepsize for computing 03 number densitjy, in number of data
point intervals skipped
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MM, MMM = test for selecting one of three paths (see program comments)
SG = 03 absorption cross sectional values, in cm2; the values
are listed at the end of the program
WL = wavelength, in cm
FILT = normalized values of S2F5 filter transmission;- the values
are listed at the end of the program
FIO = stellar spectral intensity, in digital voltmeter counts/time
interval
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Part II: Line numbers 61. 1 - 99
A table of normalized signal intensity v. column density is
formed in the same way as for 02 (p. 10 of 02 notes). The reference
height is now 50 Km.
In addition, a representation of the mesospheric 03 peak is
obtained by use of the Weber cylinder function. To avoid data roughness
at the altitudinal limits of the superposed Gaussian curve, the cylinder
function is forced between 40 Km and.130 Km.
Notation
SUN = integration factor, or the integrated stellar spectral intensity;
in counts/time interval
HD = stepsize for altitude of the ray's tangent point used in the
calculation of column density, in cm
IHO = counter and altitude setter; in lines 90-91 it is used to arbitratily
reduce the column density to near zero at the upper end of the scan
RO = distance from the center of the earth to the ray's tangent point,
in cm
ZQ = altitude of the ray's tangent point, in cm
-2TT, TWW = column density for the table, computed at altitude ZQ, in cm
VB = parameter for Weber cylinder function
C1, CYL1, CYL2 = parameters for column density in Gaussian superimposed
curve
TTG .= column density in Gaussian contribution, in molecules/cm 3
TNOX = total column density, in molecules/cm 3
SUM = filtered signal intensity integrated over wavelength, in counts/
time interval
FNO = integrated, normalized signal intensity corresponding to TT
in the table
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Part III: Line numbers 100 - 181
This part is essentially unchanged from the 02 program.
A signal is computed from
0
which has the Gaussian superimposed column densities incorporated 
in "N".
If the signal is scattered, a Poisson distribution is available at 
the lower end
of the scan (0. 1 4 I < 10.) If the signal intensity is less than 0. 1, the scattering
is bypassed.
Notation
JIZ, JIZMAX = loop counter and its limiting value for no scattering case
FOF = simulated (measured) signal intensity, in counts/time interval
JIX = loop counter for MM scattering cases with a specific data
point spacing
IX, JX, AM, P, SD, V,N, NMAX, U, D = GAUSS and RANDU 
subroutine
arguments; Poisson parameters as in 02 program
JIY, JIYMAX = loop counter and its limiting value for a scattering case
with variable data-point spacing
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Part IV: Line numbers 182 - 245
The procedure and notation are identical to those used in the 02
error analysis. However, subroutine ATMOD yields the model 03 through
solution of the expression
where
n = number density, in molecules/cm 3
n*= number density at a reference altitude, in molecules/cm 3
h = altitude, in cm
h*~ = reference altitude, in cm
H = scale height of 03, in cm
n' = 03 number density at Gaussian peak, in molecules/cm 3
h' =, altitude of Gaussian peak, in cm
H' = half-depth of Gaussian layer, in cm
Numerical values are inserted into ATMOD for the above
parameters.
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Part V: Line numbers 246 - 283
Temperature computations are omitted.
If multiple cases are being handled, the mean and standard
deviation are computed for the error at .each altitude level.
Notation
MM, MMM = number of cases for error statistics
DMEAN = mean error in number density, in percent
SIGMA = one standard deviation of number density error, in percent
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Part VI: Line numbers 1 - 17
03 cross sectional values are listed row by row at an interval
0
of 20 A (lines 1 - 11).
S2F5 filter transmission values, adjusted to a maximum value
of 1. 0, are also listed at the same wavelength interval (lines 12 - 17).
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Appendix IV. Orbital Errors
The effects of the uncertainty in satellite position have been
traced by imposing small input errors upon the satellite coordinates and
mapping the error departures of the ray tangent point. The symbols used
are as in Section 3, Section 3, with the addition of star-superscripts to
denote reference, or zero-error quantities. A special case is assumed,
for convenience, which places the spacecraft and the stellar ray in the
equatorial plane, and the source star at the First Point of Aries in the
same plane.
Tangent ray errors are shown in Figures 1-4 which have
distance scales on the abscissae to supplement degree indicators of longi-
tude and latitude. They disclose that altitude errors in tangent ray point
nearly match vertical satellite displacements; they amount to a few meters
when a satellite is displaced latitudinally 10 Km; and they reach magni-
tudes of a few Km when a satellite is displaced longitudinally 10 Km.
Thus, as expected the tangent ray heights are quite sensitive to the longi-
tudinal accuracy of spacecraft positioning.
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Figure 1. Tangent ray height error as a function of
satellite height error and altitude.
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Figure 2. Tangent ray height error as a function
of satellite latitude error.
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Abstract--Stellar ultraviolet light near 1500 A is attenuated in the Earth's upper atmosphere
due to strong absorption in the Schumann-Runge continuum of molecular oxygen. The
intensity of stars. in the Schumann-Runge continuum region has been monitored by the
University of Wisconsin stellar photometers aboard the OAO-2 satellite during occultation
of the star by the Earth's atmosphere. These data have been used to determine the molecular
oxygen number density profile at the occultation tangent point. The results of 14 stellar
occultations obtained in low and middle latitudes are presented giving the night-time vertical
number density profile of molecular oxygen in the 140-200 km region. In general, the measured
molecular oxygen number density is about a factor of 2 lower than the number densities
predicted by the CIRA 1965 model. Also, the number density at, a given height appears to
decrease with decreasing solar activity. Measurements taken at low latitudes during the
August 1970 geomagnetic storm showed a decrease in the molecular oxygen number density
at a given height several days after the peak of the storm followed by a slow recovery to
pre-storm densities.
1. INTRODUCTION
The first attempt at determining the molecular oxygen concentration in the upper
atmosphere by u.v. absorption spectroscopy was made on a V-2 rocket experiment in 1949
(Friedman et al., 1951). The molecular oxygen concentration was obtained from the
solar u.v. absorption measurements made at various altitudes by a spectrometer aboard the
rocket. Since then, numerous rocket flights have been made to examine the molecular
oxygen distribution and its variations, in addition to determining the u.v. spectra of the
Sun (Byram et al., 1955; Kupperian et a!., 1959; Jursa et al., 1963; Hall et al., 1963;
Hinteregger et al., 1965; Week and Smith, 1968; Opal and Moos, 1969; Quessette, 1970;
Brannon and Hoffman, 1971).
The molecular oxygen distribution in the altitude range 100-200 km has also been deter-
mined from mass spectroscopic measurements (Schaefer and Nichols, 1964; Nier et al.,
1964; Hedin and Nier, 1966; Schaefer, 1968; Krankowsky et al., 1968; von Zahn and
Gross, 1969). In addition to molecular oxygen, the other major and minor constituents of
the upper atmosphere are likewise determined as a function of altitude during the rocket
flight.
More recently, satellites have been used to determine the properties of the upper at-
mosphere from u.v. absorption measurements. The satellites have monitored the attenua-
tion of solar u.v. radiation in various isolated wavelength intervals during occultation
at orbital sunrise and sunset. These data have been used to retrieve the neutral air density
(Thomas et al., 1965; Kreplin, 1965; Venables, 1967; Landin et al., 1965; Landin et al.,
1967) and the molecular oxygen distribution in the lower thermosphere (Thomas and Nor-
ton, 1967; Norton and Warnock, 1968; Link, 1969; Stewart and Wildman, 1969; Lockey
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et al., 1969; Reid and Withbroe, 1970; May, 1971; Roble and Norton, 1972). These
measurements, however, are limited only to sunrise and sunset.
Hays and Roble (1968a) suggested that u.v. stars may be used as source for occultation
measurements to determine the night-time distribution of molecular oxygen and ozone in
the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Their calculations showed that in the spec-
tral region near 1500 X attenuation is primarily due to absorption by molecular oxygen, and
that Rayleigh scattering and absorption by other minor constituents can be neglected.
During the past few years, we have used the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-
2) to obtain u.v. stellar occultation data in various spectral intervals. These data have been
used to obtain the night-time molecular oxygen number density and neutral gas temperature
in the lower thermosphere from about 140-200 km. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the experimental technique and discuss the results which were obtained during quiet and
disturbed geomagnetic conditions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The general details of the stellar occultation technique (Fig. 1) have been described by
Hays and Roble (1968a, b), Hays et al. (1972) and Roble and Hays (1972). Here we
describe the specifics of the occultation measurements made by the OAO-2 satellite.
U-V STELLAR OCCULTATION
Star Satellite
-------- 
-----
FIG. 1. GEOMETRY OF STELLAR OCCULTATION, r, = r,.
The OAO-2 satellite has one 16 in. dia u.v. telescope, four 8 in. dia u.v. telescopes, and
an u.v. spectrometer having a resolution of approximately 5 A. The University of Wis-
consin optical package, used in conjunction with the telescopes, consists of a series of u.v.
filters which are used for stellar photometry. Filter (4-1) shown in Fig. 2 has a broadband
transmission function centered near 1450 A in the Schumann continuum region of molecular
oxygen. This filter was used to obtain the molecular oxygen distributions from the stellar
occultation measurements. The detection systems of the u.v. telescopes have a variable time
integration range. The data shown in Fig. 4, which is typical of the high data rate occulta-
tion scans, has approximately a 1-5 km altitude resolution between data points.
Prior to occultation of the star by the Earth, an unattenuated u.v. spectrum of the
star is obtained from the spectrometer. As an example, the spectrum for a typical bright
u.v. star is shown in Fig. 3 for the wavelength region of the molecular oxygen u.v. filter.
Although only a measurement of the relative change of the u.v. stellar intensity is required
during occultation (Hays and Roble, 1968a), the spectral distribution of the star's energy
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FIG. 3. TYPICAL SPECTRUM OF A STAR USED AS AN OCCULTATION LIGHT SOURCE.
flux is required to determine the transmission through the broadband filter. Thus, a detailed
stellar spectrum covering the spectral passband of the filter is necessary for data reduction.
A schematic diagram of an occultation of a star by the Earth is shown in Fig. 1. The
satellite acquires the star in its telescopes prior to occultation above the absorbing atmos-
phere. As the satellite moves in its orbit, the source is ultimately occulted by the Earth's
atmosphere and the geometry at two satellite positions is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
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The intensity of the star is measured as a function of time during occultation by the Earth.
By knowing the satellite position as a function of time and the star's position, we can relate
the star's intensity to the tangent ray height of the star during occultation. By also knowing
the position of the star, satellite, and the time, we obtain from geometry the geographic
position of the tangent ray point.
The intensity data are normalized to the intensity of the star above the atmosphere and
the normalized data are related to the tangential column number density of the absorbing
species, here O,, by the integral relationships expressing Beer's law
I(r}1,= If T(A)I (A) exp (-ro.()No,(r,) dA T(A)I, (A) dA) (1)
where from the geometry in Fig. 1, assuming a spherically stratified atmosphere
No,(rj) 2-- r no,(r)r dr (2)Nor(r,) = Vj r_ . (2)r2
Here I(r,) is the photometer count rate at tangent ray height r, and I, is the photometer
count rate of the stellar signal above the atmosphere. T(A) is the filter transmission and I(A)
is the intensity of the star at wavelength 2 above the atmosphere determined by the spectrom-
eter; o,(A) is the absorption cross-section of molecular oxygen shown in Fig. 2 (Ditchburn
and Young, 1962; Hudson et al., 1969; Ackerman, 1970) and No,(rt) is the tangential
column number density of molecular oxygen at tangent ray radius r,; and no,(r) is the local
number density at the radius r.
Molecular oxygen is the sole absorbing species in the wavelength interval determined by
filter 4-1, therefore the normalized intensity data are converted to tangential column num-
ber density data using Equation (1). The basic measurements are thus converted to data
giving the tangential column number density of molecular oxygen as a function of tangent
ray height. Equation (2) for the tangential column number density is the Abel integral
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equation (cf. Hays and Roble, 1968a, b) which is inverted to obtain the local number
density at the tangent ray point assuming spherical symmetry,
I d f r No,(r )dr, I
no,(r) - dr r/ (3)
The actual numerical techniques for accomplishing this inversion are described in detail
in a paper by Roble and Hays (1972).
The neutral gas temperature is derived by assuming diffusive equilibrium above 130 km
for the O, number density. Thus,
To,(r) = k (r)' g(r')no(r') dr' (4)
where mo, is the mass of molecular oxygen, k is Boltzmann's constant, and g is the ac-
celeration of gravity.
3. RESULTS
A relatively large number of absorption profiles were obtained during the time period
extending from January 1970 to August 1971. Of these, command errors and tracking
errors have caused serious question about many profiles. The final result of carefully
selecting only those profiles where altitude is accurately known and where there are no
command interrupts during the occultation yields 14 useful occultations. Of these, ap-
proximately 6 are in geomagnetically quiet periods and one series of 8 profiles was obtained
during the magnetic storm of August 1970. Almost all of these profiles were obtained in low
latitudes due to the low inclination of the orbital plane of the OAO-2 satellite. In addition
to the molecular oxygen occultation scans, measurements were also made with a filter located
in the Hartley continuum of ozone. (Filters 2-5 and 3-2 shown in Fig. 2). A single night-
time ozone number density profile was presented by Hays et al. (1973) and the results of the
other scans are presented by Hays and Roble (1973).
(a) Molecular oxygen profiles during geomagnetically quiet periods
The geographic position, date, and local time of all of the scans analyzed are given in
Table 1. Six of these were taken during geomagnetically quiet conditions. The normalized
intensity measurements obtained on orbit 8884 on 17 August 1970 are shown in Fig. 4a.
In Figs. 4b and 4c the retrieved molecular oxygen number density and temperature are
shown and they are compared with CIRA 1965 (model 3, 06:00 hr.). In general, the re-
trieved molecular oxygen number density distribution in the 140-180 km region is about
a factor of two lower than the number densities predicted by the CIRA 1965 model at-
mosphere at the same local time as the measurements. The composite of all of our quiet
time data is shown in Fig. 5 along with the results of Krankowsky et al. (1968), Weeks and
Smith (1968), and Roble and Norton (1972). The envelope encompassing the ozone num-ber density profiles obtained from Hays and Roble (1972) and the molecular oxygen number
density given by the mean CIRA 1965 atmosphere are also shown. The small number of
stellar occultation profiles makes detailed seasonal variations difficult to discern. How-
ever, there does appear to be a marked decrease in the molecular oxygen number density
corresponding to the decrease in solar activity during the period from the beginning of 1970
to late 1971. The monthly mean of the solar F10-7 flux during this period decreased from
153 to 120 (x 10- 22)W cm-2. The daily solar F10.7 emission for each of the individual
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TABLE I
Daily solar
Universal time Local time Long.* Lat. F10-7 emission
Orbit Date (hr) (min) (hr) (min) (deg) (deg) (x 10-"' W cm-')
5778 1/13/70 5 28 23 52 -84 48 172-9
8884 8/17/70 4 55 5 55 15 4 151*6
8898 8/18/70 4 19 5 51 23 9 149-0
8913 8/19/70 5 22 5 54 8 11 145-4
8942 8/21170 5 55 4 27 -22 24 142-8
8943 8/21/70 7 35 4 23 -48 24 142-8
8957 8/22/70 6 58 4 22 -39 25 141-7
8971 8/23/70 6 20 4 44 -24 27 146-2
8985 8/24/70 5 45 4 13 -23 24 140-2
8986 8/24/70 7 25 4 13 -48 24 140-2
9000 8/25/70' 6 47 5 17 -32 27 136-5
10902 1/ 4/71 13 29 22 38 -223 -16 140-2
11795 3/ 7/71 15 59 0 33 128 -34 105-2
14580 9/17/71 6 22 1 50 -68 26 116-5
* Measured positive eastward from Greenwich.
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FIG. 5. CoMPOSITE MOLECULAR OXYGEN DENSITY RESULTS FOR QUIET TIMES.
.... Krankowsky et al., 1968.
scans are given in Table 1. The apparent decrease in the thermospheric molecular oxygen at
a fixed height probably implies that there is a general decrease in the altitude of the con-
stant pressure surface at the base of the thermosphere as well as a decrease in the thermo-
spheric temperature. This suggests a solar cycle influence in the lower thermosphere.
(b) Molecular oxygen profiles during geomagnetically disturbed periods
A series of observations was obtained during the magnetically disturbed period at the
and of August 1970. These data are presented in Fig. 6 where density and temperature at
4
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fixed heights are shown as a function of time. For comparison, we show the daily sum of
magnetic K, index on this same figure and give the latitude and longitude of the tangent
ray point and local time of each occultation scan in Table 1. We note the marked decrease
in the molecular oxygen number density following the storm at a time when the temperature
was significantly enhanced. This is obviously in disagreement with the concept of a diffu-
sively stable atmosphere. The decrease in the molecular oxygen density is apparently due to
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Fo. 6. MOLECULAR OXYGEN DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS DURING THE MAGNETIC
sTORM OF AUGUST 1970.
the existence of a global-scale circulation system which upwells over the polar regions
and subsides in the equatorial zone. Such a large horizontal scale overturning causes air
with more atomic than molecular oxygen to move downward over the equator resulting in a
change in the composition of the lower thermosphere. This result is consistent with the
observation that energy deposited in the polar thermosphere is redistributed globally
resulting in a global thermospheric temperature enhancement at low latitudes following a
large magnetic storm (Hays et al., 1972b). The daily solar F107 emission for the days on
which occultation scans were made is given in Table 1. During the period the daily solar
F10.7 emission decreased from 151-6 to 136-5 (x 10- 22 W cm-2). However, the molecular
oxygen number density during this period first decreased, but then returned to pre-storm
levels several days after the storm. This behavior also suggests an atmospheric response
different from that expected from short term solar e.u.v. changes.
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4. SUMMARY
The stellar occultation technique for measuring molecular oxygen in the Earth's thermos-
phere has demonstrated the following general behavior: (a) Thermospheric molecular
oxygen decreases with decreasing solar activity. This may result from a general cooling of
the lower thermosphere in addition to the cooling observed in the upper thermosphere.
(b) Magnetic storms result in strong global circulation systems which upwell in the polar
regions and sink in equatorial regions. This results in a temporary decrease in the molecular
constituents in the equatorial thermosphere.
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Abstract-Stellar ultraviolet light near 2500 A is attenuated in the Earth's upper atmosphere
due to strong absorption in the Hartley continuum of ozone. The intensity of stars in the
Hartley continuum region has been monitored by the University of Wisconsin stellar photom-
eters aboard the OAO-2 satellite during occultation of the star by the Earth's atmosphere.
These data have been used to determine the ozone number density profile at the occultation
tangent point. The results of approximately 12 stellar occultations, obtained in low latitudes,
are presented, giving the nighttime vertical number density profile of ozone in the 60- to 100-km
region. The nighttime ozone number density has a bulge in its vertical profile with a peak
of 1 to 2 x 108 cm-a at approximately 83 km and a minimum near 75 km. The shape of
the bulge in the ozone number density profile shows considerable variability with no apparent
seasonal or solar cycle change. The ozone profiles obtained during a geomagnetic storm showed
little variation at low latitudes.
1. INTRODUCTION
The first measurement of the ozone concentration in the upper atmosphere was made
by Johnson et al. (1951) using u.v. absorption spectroscopy. The ozone number density
distribution was determined from the u.v. absorption measurements made at various
altitudes by a spectrometer aboard a rocket. Since then daytime measurements of the
ozone number density distribution have been made from rockets using the Sun as the u.v.
source (Van Allen and Hopfield, 1952; Johnson et al., 1952; L'vova et al., 1964;
Poloskov et al., 1966; Nagata et al., 1967; Weeks and Smith, 1968; Krueger, 1969)
and nighttime measurements have been made using the Moon as a source of u.v. light
(Carver et al., 1967; Carver et al., 1972). The high altitude ozone number density
distribution has also been determined from solar occultation measurements made from a
satellite (Rawcliffe. et al., 1963; Miller and Stewart, 1965). These measurements have
determined the ozone number density up to an altitude of about 70 km.
Several other techniques have been used to obtain the ozone number density distribution
in the upper atmosphere which include (a) satellite eclipse photometry (Venkateswaren
et al., 1961; Fesenkov, 1967), (b) nighttime airglow spectral photometry (Reed, 1968),
(c) spectral analysis of backscattered solar radiation as observed from a satellite (Rawcliffe
and Elliot, 1966; Anderson et al., 1969), (d) chemi-luminescent ozone sondes (Hilsenrath,
1971) and (e) rocket and ground based observations of the molecular oxygen emission
02(1Ag) at 1-27 /Z (Evans and Llewellyn, 1970; 1972; Evans et al., 1970). In the latter
technique, the ozone number density profile is calculated from the measured altitude
profiles of the 0 2(1 Ag) emission at 1-27 It using photochemical theory. Their results give
the ozone number density profile at twilight up to 100 km and preliminary observations
indicate a strong seasonal variation of the upper ozone layer at high latitudes. The peak
ozone number density at 85 km varied between 1-3 x 108 cm -3 in midwinter to less than
0.3 x 108 cm-3 in midsummer.
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Hays and Roble (1968a) suggested that the nighttime distribution of ozone in the
upper mesosphere may be obtained from satellite measurements of the intensity of u.v.
stars during occultation by the Earth's atmosphere. During the past few years, we have
used the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2) to obtain u.v. stellar occultation
data in various spectral regions. The data from the u.v. filters centered at 2390 and 2460 A
have been used to obtain the nighttime ozone number density distribution from 60 to
100 km at low latitudes. In this paper we describe the experimental technique and present
the results which were obtained during quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions.
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Dashed curves are the OAO-2 stellar photometer filter transmission curves used in this study.
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The general details of the stellar occultation technique have been described by Hays
and Roble (1968a, b; 1972), Hays et al. (1972) and Roble and Hays (1972). Here we
describe the specifics of the occultation measurements made by the OAO-2 satellite as
they apply to the determination of the nighttime ozone number density.
The OAO-2 satellite has one 16 in.-dia u.v. telescope and four 8 in.-dia u.v. telescopes
and an u.v. spectrometer having a resolution of approximately 5 A. Filter 2-5 and 3-2
shown in Fig. 1, are the two filters in the University of Wisconsin optical package that
are used for the ozone stellar occultation measurements. The transmission function of
these filters is located in the Hartley continuum of ozone (Fig. 1) with the peak trans-
mission at 2380 and 2460 A. The detection systems of the u.v. telescope have a maximum
data acquisition rate of J sec time integration resulting in a high altitude resolution at
the tangent point. The intensity data are obtained as a function of time, and by knowing
the star's position is orbital elements of the satellite, we can relate the intensity to the
tangent ray heights during occultation by the Earth's atmosphere. Figure 2 shows the
normalized intensity data as a function of tangent ray height for a typical occultation
scan. Hays and Roble (1972) describe the technique used to relate the normalized intensity
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data to the tangential column number density of the absorbing species along the ray
path. This technique allows for the broadband characteristics of the u.v. transmission
function and can be used as long as absorption is due to a single species. Hays and
Roble (1968b) have calculated the u.v. transmission of the Earth's upper atmosphere
and have shown that the stellar light in the wavelength regions covered by the filter
transmission functions, shown in Fig. 1, is primarily absorbed by ozone. However, at
IIO-
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FlaI 2. NORMALIZED INTENSITY PROFILE FOR A TYPICAL OZONE OCCULTATION.
altitudes below about 70 km the stellar ultraviolet light is also absorbed by molecular
oxygen in the Herzberg continuum. The absorption contribution in the Herzberg
continuum is calculated using the molecular oxygen number density distribution obtained
from the CIRA 1965 model atmosphere. This absorption contribution is removed from
the stellar intensity data and the corrected normalized intensity is related to the ozone
tangential column number density (Hays and Roble, 1972). Once the tangential column
number density is known as a function of the tangent ray height, the data are inverted,
using the technique described by Roble and Hays (1972), to obtain the local number
density at the tangent ray point.
3. RESULTS
Stellar occultation measurements using the two filters centered in the Hartley continuum
of ozone were made during the period extending from January 1970 through August 1971.
From these data we have obtained 12 orbits on which one or both of the filters could be
used to determine the ozone density in the mesosphere. These results, corrected for
molecular oxygen absorption in the Herzberg continuum, and rayleigh scattering are presented
in Figs. 3-5 where four separate profiles are illustrated in each figure. According to the
analysis of Roble and Hays (1972), the ozone number density is best retrieved from the
occultation data between tangent ray heights of 55 to 95 km. The retrieved ozone number
density data above and below this altitude interval are less reliable.
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Geographic position refers to the tangent ray point of the occultation measurements (time as
LMT; longitude measured positive eastward from Greenwich).
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A careful examination of these ozone profiles in the mesosphere does not show any
striking systematic seasonal or diurnal pattern in the equatorial regions. There does
appear to be a systematic increase in the altitude of the high altitude ozone bulge with
increasing latitude. However, due to the small number of scans, which were made'at
nearly random local time, season, and latitude, it is difficult to place great weight on the
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slight variations observed. The major conclusion is that ozone varies very little between
55 and 100 km during the course of the night at low latitudes. The main feature is the
expected bulge in density which occurs at approximately 85 km and the depletion of
ozone just below that altitude. This behavior is predicted by most recent theoretical
studies which incorporate the hydrogen chemistry in their model.
Numerous theoretical studies of the chemistry of ozone in a moist atmosphere have
followed the early discussion of Bates and Nicolet (1950) of the influence of hydrogen
compounds (Hampson, 1964; Hunt, 1966a; Hunt, 1966b; Hesstvedt, 1968; Leovy, 1969;
Bowman et al., 1970; Hunt, 1971; Shimazaki and Laird, 1972; Strobel, 1972). Theresult of these studies is somewhat confusing due to the large numberi of choices of possible
rate coeficients, photodissociation rates, boundary conditions, and eddy mixing ratesused by these authors. The the retic l results o indicate the general features obse ved
in the OAO-2-A2 stellar occultation measurement. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where
three representative theoretical profiles (Hesstvedt, 1968; Shimazaki and Laird, 1970; Hunt,
1971) are compared with our envelope curve. Hunt (1971) appears to agree best with
the observations, but it is difficult to assess whether this is fortuitous or the result of a
correct choice of the multitude of possible variable factors.
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It should be pointed out that during the period of time in which these observations
were taken one series of measurements was made while the large magnetic storm of August
1970 was in progress. There does not appear to be any significant correlation between
the ozone density in the mesosphere and storm in agreement with the prediction of Maeda
and Aiken (1968). This is not surprising, but relatively large variation in O, at higher
altitudes was observed (Hays and Roble, 1972) at the same time.
SUMMARY
The stellar occultation measurements of ozone in the mesosphere indicate the following
conclusions:
I. Mesospheric ozone varies by as much as a factor of 4 at high altitudes, but does
not show any clear seasonal or diurnal nighttime pattern. A slight increase in
the altitude of the 85 km bulge appears to be associated with increasing latitude.
2. The observations are generally in agreement with results of theoretical predictions
which utilize a moist atmosphere in which hydrogen compounds are considered
in the chemistry.
3. There is no apparent relationship between mesospheric ozone and geomagnetic
activity at low latitudes.
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ABSTRACT
The intensity of stars at wavelengths in the Hartley continuum
region of ozone has been monitored by the University of Wisconsin
stellar photometers aboard the OAO-2 satellite during occultation of
the star by the earth's atmosphere. These occultation data have been
used to determine the ozone number density profile at the occultation
tangent point. The nighttime ozone number density profile has 
a
bulge in its vertical profile with a peak of 1 to 3x0lcm'
3 at
approximately 83 km and a minimum near 75 km. The ozone number
density at high altitudes varies by as much as a factor of 4, but
does not show any clear seasonal variation or nighttime variation.
The retrieved ozone number density profiles define a data envelope
that is compared with other nighttime observations of the ozone
number density profile and also the results of theoretical models.
Calculations are also presented that illustrate the difference
in retrieving the bulge in the ozone number density profile from
stellar and solar occultation data.
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1. Introduction
Stellar intensity measurements, in certain ultraviolet atmos-
pheric absorption bands, made by a satellite during occultation of
the star by the earth's atmosphere, can be used to obtain the local
number density of the absorbing species at the occultation tangent
point (Hays and Roble, 1968a;b). During the past few years the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2) has been used to make
these occultation intensity measurements using bright ultraviolet
stars (Hays, et al., 1972). The occultation technique is based on
classical ultraviolet .absorption spectroscopy. The star is the
source of ultraviolet light and the stellar photometers aboard the
OAO-2 satellite are the'detectors. The atmosphere between the star
and the detectors acts as the absorption cell. During the occulta-
tion process, the stellar light passes through progressively denser
regions of the atmosphere and the ultraviolet light is absorbed due
to the strong absorption features of certain atmospheric gases. The
basic measurement is thus the stellar intensity as a function of
time, but by knowing the star's position and the satellite orbital
elements, the intensity is related to the tangent ray height of the
occulting star. If absorption is due to a single species, the
normalized stellar intensity is directly related to the tangential
column number density of the absorbing species through Beer's Law
(Hays and Roble, 1972a). The data giving the tangential column
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number density as a function of tangent ray height are directly
inverted, using the technique described by Roble and Hays (1972)
to obtain the local number density profile of the absorbing species
at the occultation tangent point.
Occultation measurements made in the Schumann - Runge continuum
of molecular oxygen near 1500 A have been used to obtain the
molecular oxygen number density profile in the lower thermosphere.
These measurements have been discussed by Hays and Roble (1972a).
The nighttime number density profile of ozone in the mesosphere has
also been determined from stellar intensity measurements made in the
Hartley continuum region of ozone near 2500 A. The results of these
measurements are discussed by Hays and Roble (1972b).
In this paper, we compare the results of the OAO-2 ozone
measurements with theory and other nighttime ozone measurements. We
also present the results of a single occultation scan and discuss
the difference in retrieving the ozone number density bulge near
80 km from solar and stellar occultation data.
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2. Stellar occultation scan
The ozone and molecular oxygen absorption cross sections and
the transmission function of the various ultraviolet filters used
with the OAO-2 stellar photometers for the occultation measurements
are shown in Fig. 1. Filter (4-1) is located in the Schumann -
Runge continuum region of molecular oxygen and is used to obtain
the molecular oxygen number density in the lower thermosphere.
Filters (2-5) and (3-2) are in the Hartley continuum region of
ozone and are used to obtain the ozone number density profile in
the mesosphere. Filter (1-4) is used to measure the ozone number
density in the stratosphere.
The results presented in this paper were determined from
occultation data obtained by the OAO-2 stellar photometers using
filters (2-5) and (3-2). Hays and Roble (1968b) have shown that
stellar ultraviolet light near 2500 A is primarily absorbed by
ozone in the earth's atmosphere and stellar occultation measure-
ments within this wavelength region can be used to obtain the
ozone number density profile in the 60 to 100 km altitude interval.
In the lower portion of the altitude interval rayleigh scattering
and molecular oxygen absorption in the Hertzberg continuum have
small contributions to the total attenuation. These contributions
are eliminated from the data as discussed by Hays and Roble (1972a).
The intensity spectrum of the star above the earth's atmosphere
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is measured by an ultraviolet spectrometer aboard the OAO-2 satellite.
A typical star spectrum, obtained on orbit 12178 on April 3, 1971, is
shown in Fig. 2. The solar spectrum is also shown in Fig. 2 for
comparison. The normalized signal of this star,measured during
occultation using the OAO-2 stellar photometer with filter (3-2), is
shown in Fig. 3a. Below 100 km the signal decreases due to absorption
by ozone. The decrease in the signal continues until an altitude of
about 83 km, then a slight increase in the signal occurs reaching a
maximum around 75 km. Below 75 km the signal decreases again until
occultation near 45 km. The ozone number density profile at the
occultation tangent point is obtained from the intensity data using
the inversion scheme described by Roble and Hays (1972) and Hays and
Roble (1972a) and is shown in Fig. 3b. The dip in the normalized
intensity curve near 80 km, shown in Fig. 3a, is due to a bulge in
the ozone number density distribution at that altitude. The peak
ozone number density at the bulge is 3x10 cm 3 at 83 km. The
minimum occurs near 73 km, however the magnitude of the number density
at that altitude is difficult to determine. A complete discussion of
accuracy of the inversion scheme and an analysis of errors in the
occultation measurements have been given by Roble and Hays (1972).
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3. Stellar vs. solar occultation
The ozone number density profile has also been determined
from solar occultation measurements made from a satellite
(Rawcliffe et al., 1963; Miller and Stewart, 1965). If the intensity
from the entire solar disk is used during occultation, the effect of
the finite size of the sun must be considered in analyzing the data.
In this section we examine whether the bulge in the ozone number
density near 80 km can be determined from solar occultation measure-
ments when the entire solar disk is used as the source. For
simplicity a model of the ozone number density profile is 
used in
these calculations. The ozone profile is approximated by a sum of
gaussian and exponential functions (Roble and Hays, 1972) and the
profile is shown in Fig. 3b. The normalized intensity calculations 
for
a stellar occultation, using OAO-2 filter (3-2), are shown in Fig. 3a.
The intensity calculations for the broadband filter require a wave-
length integration over the effective passband of the filter (Hays
and Roble, 1972a). Therefore, we use the stellar spectrum, shown in
Fig. 2, the ozone absorption cross-section and the filter transmission
functions, shown in Fig. 1, to calculate the normalized occultation
signal for the model ozone number density distribution. The calculated
normalized intensity profile is shown in Fig. 3a and it has approximately
the same shape as the OAO-2 occultation data. The dip in the intensity
curve defines the bulge in the ozone number density profile.
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For a solar occultation, the finite size of the sun must be
considered because the solar energy emitted from different portions
of the solar disk is transmitted through the earth's atmosphere at
different tangent ray heights. The normalized intensity for a
solar occultation is calculated using the technique of Roble and
Norton (1972) and is shown in Fig. 3a. For these calculations,
we used the solar energy spectrum, shown in Fig. 2, the ozone
cross-section and the filter (3-2) transmission function shown in
Fig. 1. The dip in the intensity curve that occurs in the stellar
occultation case does not appear in the solar occultation case.
From normal satellite altitudes the tangent ray heights of the
upper and lower limb of the solar disk are separated by approxi-
mately 25 km. Therefore, a smearing of the intensity variation
caused by the bulge in the ozone number density profile occurs
when the entire solar disk is used during occultation and a dip
in the intensity profile is not evident. The calculated normalized
intensity variation across the solar disk at a tangent ray height
of 83 km for the center of the solar disk is shown in Fig. 4.
The tangent ray height of the upper limb is 95 km and the lower
limb is 70 km. The intensity variation caused by the bulge in
the ozone number density profile at 83 km occurs near the center
of the solar disk. The intensity structure across the solar disk
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is not evident when the overall intensity from the entire solar
disk is measured during occultation. In theory, the structure
in the ozone number density profile can be retrieved from solar
occultation data using the entire solar disk, with an iterative
technique. However, in practice, the iterative scheme is diffi-
cult to use especially in the presence of statistical noise.
Better results would be obtained if a small portion of the solar
disk is used for the solar occultation measurements.
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4. Comparison of results
The ozone number density profiles from 12 stellar occultations
have been presented by Hays and Roble (1972b). The measurements
indicate that mesospheric ozone has a variation of as much as a
factor of 4 at high altitudes, but does not show any clear seasonal
or nighttime variation. A slight increase in the altitude of the
bulge in the ozone number density profile appears to be associated
with increasing latitude. These measurements plus a few additional
ones are used to define an envelope representing the ozone number
density profiles determined from the OAO-2 stellar occultation
measurements. The envelope is shown in Fig. 5 along with nighttime
and twilight ozone profiles determined by other experimenters. At
high altitudes there is good agreement with the ozone number density
profiles determined by the OAO-2 satellite and the profiles deduced
by Evans and Llwellyn (1970; 1972). Between 60 and 75 km, the data
of Evans and Llwellyn (1970; 1972), Evans et al. (1970), Weeks and
Smith (1968), Miller and Stewart (1965), Tisone (1972) and Rawcliffe
et al. (1963) are clustered along the upper limb of the QAO-2 ozone
data envelope. Below 60 km, the OAO-2 ozone data envelope does not
agree with the results of Carver, et al. (1967; 1972), Reed (1968)
and Hilsenrath (1971). This departure from the other observations
is probably due to the difficulty of retrieving the ozone number
density at low signal levels in the presence of statistical noise.
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Roble and Hays (1972) show that the ozone number density is best
retrieved between normalized occultation data values of 0.1 - 0.9.
Therefore, the ozone number density profile determined from the
OAO-2 occultation measurements are limited to the 60 - 95 km
altitude interval. In Fig. 6 the OAO-2 ozone data envelope is
also compared with the ozone number density profile determined from
various theoretical models. In general, there is a large variation
between the various theoretical models. However, the general features
of the OAO-2 ozone measurements appear to be present in the results
of theoretical predictions which utilize a moist atmosphere in which
hydrogen compounds are considered in the chemistry.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. 1. Absorption cross-sections for molecular oxygen and ozone.
The dashed curves give the transmission functions for the
filters used with the OAO-2 stellar photometers. Filter (4-1)
is used to obtain the molecular oxygen number density in the
lower thermosphere and Filters (2-5), (3-2) and (1-4) are used
to determine the ozone number density in the mesosphere.
Fig. 2. Solid curve is the stellar intensity as a function of wave-
length measured by the OAO-2 spectrometer prior to occultation
on orbit 12178. This star was used to obtain the occultation
data shown in Fig. 3. The dashed curve is the solar spectrum
obtained from Ackerman (1970).
Fig. 3. a) The dots give the normalized intensity as a function of
tangent ray height measured by the OAO-2 stellar photometers
O
using the 2460 A filter. The geographic position of the
occultation tangent point is 350N, 114'W and time is 22:33 LMT
on April 3, 1971. The solid and dashed curves are the calculated
normalized intensities for a stellar and solar occultation
respectively using the model ozone profile in Fig. 3b. b) The
dots give the retrieved ozone number density profile from the
OAO-2 occultation data shown in Fig. 3a. The solid curve is the
model ozone number density profile used to calculate the stellar
and solar intensity profiles in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 4. The calculated normalized intensity distribution across
the solar disk at a tangent ray height of 83 km. The satellite
altitude at occultation is 715 km. The OAO-2 filter transmission
O
function for the 2460 A filter is used in the calculations. The
tangent ray heights for the upper and lower solar limbs are also
given in the figure.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the OAO-2 ozone data envelope with the night-
time ozone number density profiles determined by various observers.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the OAO-2 ozone data envelope with the ozone
number density profile determined from various theoretical models.
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